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Using a Bruel & Kjaer Type 3347Real-Time 1/3-octave
Analyzer, we plotted room response in some of the busiest

recording studios in the country.

Then we repeated the response measurements• I t• substituting a new Electro-Voice
. SENTRY IV speaker systemfor' 1nrea 1me, the existing studio monitor.

rd f q l•ty In every case the
SENTRY IVwas measur-0 er 0 ua I ably flatter. Measurably• h wider range. Evenwhere broad-bandIs .ere equalization had been attempted and was in use

• (versus the SENTRY IV unequalized).
But perhaps most impressive, the working studio

engineers judged the SENTRY IV subjectively better
sounding than the speaker systemsthey had been using

for years. In every single studio!

There are a host crfgood reasons why, including lower
distortion and outstandingly uniform dispersion from the first

new sectoral horn design in 25 years. With response at
60° off-axis that is identical to on-axis performance.

Plus three new drivers, full-range horn loading,
and a computer-aided design that led to more

efficiency and higher power handling than any of
the standard monitors.

You can read about SENTRY IVdesign
in an AES paper reprint we'll send you. It was

written by our Ray Newman (left) the man
behind the SENTRY IV.We can also show

you curves and specs that make impressive
reading. And even better listening.

But we know you won't be truly
convinced until you hear the

SENTRY IV.That's why
• we're scheduling studio

demonstrations now
all across the country.

You can arrange an
audition through your
E-V sound specialist.
Or write us today. But
be prepared to accept

a new standard in sound.

I The Electro-Voice
% --- •-Jr SENTRY IVmonitor
.• r---:. speaker system.

Sentry IV Professional Monitor and Sound
Reinforcement Loud Speaker

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept. 121V,638 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107
In Canada; EVot Canada. ltd., 345 Harben Street. Ganancque, Ontaitla
In Europe:Eleclro·Volce.S.A••Lyss-Strasse55. 2660Nldau. Switzerland
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16 Digital Logic Basics. Part 4 of a four-part series. This last part
includes a practical approach to the math involved in digital
logic circuits. Also covers readout devices and memory de
vices. E. Stanley Busby, Jr.

21 1971 Broadcast Engineering Annual Index. Major editorial
articles. news items, and columns are indexed for easy ref
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(Co,di11uedfrom p11g~4)

Plans Advance For the New Chicaso Frequency Center
After considering comments from both the broadcast and land mobile
industries (See Sept., 1971 D.C.), the Commission has decided to
proceed with plans for its Chicago Regional Frequency Spectrum Management
Center will administer frequency allocations in an area of
96,000 square miles centered generally on Chicago, in the states of
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Ohio and Wisconsin.

Broadcast remote-pickup licenses in the following frequency groups
will come under the jurisdiction of the new Center:

Group D
(MHz)

Group F
(MHz)

Group H
(MHz)

Group J
(MHz)

Group K
(MHz}

Group E
(MHz)

Group G
(MHz)

Group I
(MHz)

26.15
26.25
26.35

26.17
26.27
26.37

26.13
26.47

152.87
152.93
152.99
153.05
153.11
153.17
153.23
153.29
153.35

26.19
26.29
26.39

26.21
26.31
26.41

26.23
26.33
26.43

26.11
26.45

FCC Form 425 has been adopted to replace the present form (FCC 313)
effective April 1, 1972, for all applications for new, modified,
or renewed licenses. In addition, licensees in the Chicago region
must file Form 425 as follows:

Indiana by June 30, 1972
Michigan and Ohio by September 30, 1972
Illinois and Wisconsin by December 31, 1972
Iowa by March 31, 1973

Short Circuits
A report by the Commission's Chief Engineer's office concludes
that elimination of UHF "taboos" in the New York City area would
provide only a minimum number of additional channel assignments-
Canada's Department of Communications (DOC) reached a similar
conclusion in the Toronto area ... FCC Broadcast Bureau Chief Wally
Johnson has urged outside engineers to contribute suggestions for
improvements in broadcast technical regulation ••• Shorted winding:
a California group calling itself the Institute for Social Research
and Law has requested the Commission to issue rules or regulations
prohibiting the use of sex, violence, or appeals to vanity in
television and radio advertising.

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
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LETTERS ~~mmirn~
States Can Demand PE Licenses
Dear Editor:

There has been much discussion
in your Letters to the Editor col
umn about the title and definition
of an engineer.

Below is a summary of an arti
cle from the Louisiana Engineer of
June 1971 by the attorney of the
Louisiana State Board of Registra
tion for Professional Engineer's
and Land Surveyors. This infor
mation directly concerns those who
represent themselves as consulting
engineers to radio stations. The
court ruling in Louisiana is very
specific and will probably apply in
most other states.

I have been a registered profes
sional engineer since 1937 and
have seen many examples of un-

qualified and unscrupulous persons
claiming to be engineers. A case in
point was found by an FCC engi
neer in a routine inspection trip
who found audio proofs of per
formance on file at two different
stations both on the same date. The
problem was that the stations were
over 300 miles apart.

Ben Akerman
Chief Eng., V. Pres.
Radio Station WGUN
Decatur, Ga.

Editor's Note:
The material the writer enclosed

was a review of a court case involv
ing a man who offered his services
as a consulting engineer although

he was not licensed as a profes
sional engineer.

This man had, for a number of
years. designed radio and TY sta
tions and had submitted appropri
ate applications for construction
permits. The complaint in this
case was not that the man had
promised more than he could
deliver or that he had - through
engineering practices -deceived
station representatives.

The Louisiana court ruled against
this man because in that state he
had not complied with the regula
tory statute that required him to be
a registered professional engineer
before he could offer his services.
In fact, the FCC makes no such
distinction. If his engineering data
(Co111iuued on Page 8)

Solve YOUR
Cleaning Problems •••
electronic components· tape heads· contacts

Economical MILLER·STEPHENSON aerosols take the headaches
(and a lot of expense) out of what used to be a nuisance.

MS·180 FREON TF DEGREASER- No need to disas
semble components. Spray MS-180 onto relays, circuit
boards, motor parts. "Wash" away grease, prevent
re·contamination. Non·conductive, non-flammable. Re
duces maintenance costs. MS-180 also available in
quarts, gallons, and 5 gallons.

MS-200 MAGNETIC TAPE HEAD CLEANER - Spray
away oxide dust before It ruins heads and tapes.
MS-200 flushes It away. Manufacturers recommend it;
communications experts prescribe It; EDP operators
wouldn't be without It. U.S. & FOREIGN PATS.

MS-230 CONTACT RE-NU-Renew your contacts. Re-Nu
does It. Flush away dirt, carbon, and other "inter·
ferences." WIII not harm Insulation; leaves no residue.
Switch to MS-230 for your switches-and other points.
For FREE 16·oz. aerosol sample of any one of the above,
write (on your company letterhead, please), or use
coupon for free data.r------------------------
~ miller-stephenson
U chemical co.!tinc.

ROUTE7, DANBURY,CONN. 06810
Please send me Data on: "BE"

0 MS-160 DEGREASER 0 MS-200 HEAD CLEANER
0 MS-230 CONTACT RE-NU
INTENDED USE~~~~~~~~~~~~-

MAGNETIC
TAPE HEAD
CLEANeR

Januarv, 1972

MS-230

CONTACT
RE-NU

ltlller-stephe,,.,.i
°'Einilca1 c0:,11£

••••••••.•••.•••.••'D....!!!•w••·~~-•~

NAME TITLE _

DEPT.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

COMPANY_~~--~~~~~~~~~~

ADDRESS~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

CITY STATE ZIP

Clr<l• Numb~r 27 on lee>dor Aoply Ce>rd

CHICAGO • LOSANGELES • TORONTO
0 DIST. IN: MILAN • HAMBURG • PARIS • LONOON
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BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
--- A FUmwar1 Companw ---
8810 Brookville Rd.,Sliver Spring, Md.20910

(301) 588-4983

The Top
Turntable

. . . is Spotmaster's new Studio Pro B,
offering Instant start and the tightest cue
potential in the industry. Heavy duty hys
teresis motor drives a 61/2 lb. machined
aluminum platter in a solid-cast aluminum
chassis for inaudible rumble, lowest wow
and flutter. Indicator llghts tell speed (33
or 45) at a glance, and speeds can be
changed with platter In motion. Detachable
mounting plate (accepts any tonearm), In·
tegral 45 spindle and neutral cue position
are other features ... all tor iust $198.00.

Andan
Outstanding
New Tonearm
• . . Is the Spotmaster stereo BE-402
(mounted on Studio Pro B above), which
combines reasonable cost, rugged design
and professional specs. Features include
high compliance for modern stereo earl·
ridges, minimumhacking error, anti·Skatlng,
low mass, qulck-cnange head, easy single·
hole mounting •.. for only $54.95.
Complete line of Gray.professionalarms and
all broadcast quality phono cartridges also
available at competitive prices.

And the Best
Turntable
Preamp

..• is our new ModelTT·22, all solid slate,
modular, stereo equalized and completely
seu-ccntalneo. Features separate balance/
level controls, high output (+8dbm), phone
jack • . • plus switchable and remotable
rumble and scratch filters. Both stereo and
mono models are available, starting at
$121.50. Our time-tested TT-208 mono pre
amp and PR·4Ceower supply (will Powerup
to 4 prearnps) are also available, providing
top performance at economyprices.

... all from
Spotmaster
PLUSa complete range of accessories for
both turntable and cartridge tape operation.
Wrllt; for details.

8

(Co,,1 i"ued from Pdge 7)
in support of an application were in
order and technically correct, his
effons would be acceptable. And
while the defensebrought out this
point, the court claimed that Fed·
eral rules-such as those of the
Federal Communications Cornmis
sion-do notdisplacethe Louisiana
statute governing ·the practice of
professional engineering.
The key to this ruling was that

this man was covered by the state
statute in two ways: (I) the data
and exhibits submitted require
and/or imply individual engineering
practice and knowledge; (2) in
several instances this man had
checked a box on FCC forms, in
dicating that he was a "Consulting
Engineer". Any Comments from
the gallery?

Professionalism First,
Titles Don't Really Matter
Dear Editor:

I have been following the letters
in your magazine regarding the
correct or incorrect usage of the
term engineer,and thought I might
add my two cents.

Personally, I think too many
peopleare stuck on this title thing.
Why is it so necessary for some
people to havea title, suchasengi
neer, hanging on the end of their
name?A college diploma does not
make an engineer, nor do years of
experience in the field. It is the
man himself and his abilities to do
the job that make him what he is.
I have known many degreedengi
neers who couldn't find their way
past their diploma and many
non-degreed, so-called engineers,
who wouldn't know if the sche
matic was upside down or not. In
this respect,thetitle meansnothing.

I don't care what peoplecall me.
My ability to do thejob, my knowl
edgein mychosenfield of endeavor,
my professional reputation among
technical and non-technical peo
ple will determine whether my
name is spoken in jest or with
serious respect to my profession.
These factors will also determine
my future growth and renumeration
for my services. And these things
will happen whether there is a
diploma or not. From my stand
point then, people may call me

what they wish. My performance
to my employer and my personal
pride in my chosen profession will
be the determining factors in what
people think of me asan individual
and as a professional in my field.

Norm Smith
(CE or whatever you will)
KTLK Radio
Denver, Colo.

Editor's Note:
Kudos for Norm Smith! He may

be the last angry man, but he thinks
of broadcast engineering as a pro
fession. In that context, he wants
to be known first asa professional.
There may be a mystique that

goes with some titles, but if you're
looking for respect, it's better to
be known as a professional. Un
doubted!y, several-stateshave rec
ognized this. What they seek is a
licensed title that insures those
seeking professional services that
people bearing the title "Profes
sional Engineer" have it. But
even these rigid state tests,
backed by Federal tests cannot
insure integrity.

Warped LP Letter
Goes To Press

Dear Editor:
I read with interest the letter

from R. Dennis Alexander of
Radex Productions in which he
askedinformation about straighten
ing out warped LP's (November,
1971, BE).
lve had the problem a couple of

times before and my solution is a
little strange. but it worked for me.
I took the warped album from its
jacket, but left the paper sleeve
on, to keep the LP from being
scratched. The album is then
placed on top of the clothes dryer
in my home, over the place where
the pilot light keeps the top at a
nice even heat. Also. place a flat
object on top of a fairly heavy
weight.
There is just enough heat, with

the weight, to straighten the LP
without damaging the quality of
the record grooves.

Donald Corey
KSWE Radio
St. Louis, Mo.
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CATV SCOPE By Leo G. Sands

CAFM Is A Natural
Cable By-product

Long before there was CA TV.
there was wire distribution of
audio programs. In the UniteJ
States. audio programs were trans
mitted through telephone lines to
restaurants. factories. etc., by
music service companies such as
Muzak. Later, RF signals were
transmitteJ through wire and cable
to radio receivers in foreign coun
tries where radio reception was
poor. And, for more than :!Oyears,
television signals have been trans
mitted through coaxial cable to
receivers that do not have to de
pend upon a local antenna for sig
nal pickup. Now that television
reception can be extended to al
most every habited area of the
United States. television has be
come our most potent communi
cations medium.

However, a great many people
listen to radio more hours per day
than they watch television. Many
of these people are "audiophiles"
with expensive FM-stereo re
ceivers who demand, but do not
always get, flawless reception.

A survey conducted by an FM
station in the San Francisco Bay
Area indicates that 75 percent of
homes have FM receivers and that
79 percent of these were either

Introducing ...
Cable Engineering

consoles or stereo system com
ponent type receivers. The survey
also indicated that the average
listener spent 3~ times as much
time listening to FM than to AM
and television combined. This last
sentence points up the fact that in
terms of listener hours. FM radio
is the most used communications
medium-at least in the large met
ropolitan areas where there are
numerous FM stations.

FM Potential
But, what does this mean to the

CATV system operator? It means
that the FM radio listener is a po
tential CA TV subscriber. It also
means that existing CATV sub
scribers will get more for their
money if CATV also provides
superior FM reception.

Good FM reception often re
quires more than use of the com
promise antenna built into many
FM receivers. FM reception can
often leave a lot to be desired even
when a good outdoor antenna is
used. As in television reception.
there is the "multipath" problem.
The audiophile is often quick to
note distortion resulting from multi
path reception - most often not
being aware of the cause.

Optimum reproduction of FM
stereo programs requires a strong
signal not marred by multipath sig
nal propagation. For good synthe
sized quadraphonic reproduction,
it is even more important. And
when true four-channel (quadra
phonic) broadcasting begins on a
regular basis, an even cleaner sig
nal will be required.

Since many CATV systems al
ready transport the signals of FM
broadcast stations, don't these sys
tems already satisfy the require
ments? No! The typical CATV
system equipped for transportation
of FM radio signals employs an
FM band amplifier at the head end.
This amplifier provides essentially
equal amplification of all inter
cepted signals within the 88-108
MHz FM band.
This means that at the subscriber

outlet. the Fl\1 signals are available
at various levels. Some may be
strong enough to fully saturate the
receiver limiters-some may be
almost down to the noise threshold.
l i's not the same as television sig
nals which are usually delivered
at some reasonable facsimile of
equal levels.

Since a radio receiver has wide
dynamic range. why is this so im
portant? It is important because
FM receivers are far from near
perfect. regardless or price. with
very few exceptions (if any) and.
tor good reasons. A tunable Fi\l re
ceiver must be able to receive any
station within the 88-108 MHz
band-a :!O-MHz spread-com
pared to the 1.06-f\fHz spread of
the AM hand. It should have a
bandpass of at least :210 KHz to
avoid clipping of significant F~f
sidebands. At the same time. it
should he selective enough t~i

focus of a separate section. As in the past, BE will
continue its wide communications coverage. And
Cable Engineering will bring you comprehensive
Cable technical and association news, the state-of
the-art and practical tech niques that affect signal
quality.

This special emphasis is designed to give you a
concise monthly update on your industry. Meanwhile,
we look forward to continued Cable participation in
the Letters to the Editor and Engineer's Exchange
columns.

With this issue of Broadcast Engineering maga
zine, ll'e are opening a newly designed special monthly
section-Cable Engineering.

Broadcast Engineering has always carried articles
that appeal to several areas of the co1111111111icatio11s
spectrum. That's ll'hy ll'e are known as "the technical
journal of the broadcast-communications industry".

But because of the continued growth of the Cable
and Closed Circuit industry and ever increasing cover
age in BE. we think Cable TV should be the major

CE-2

Sincerely,
Ron Merrell. Editor

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
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sc-h:ct suu ions whuxc carriers arc
:!00 "-Hl apart. Its IF should no:
drift appreciably. And. it should
"capture" a signal that is at• least
6 dB stronger than interfering sig
nals. If these tunable receivers do
not achieve near-perfection. it
is understandable.
Their performance would he ex

cellent if the signal level of all sta
tions tuned in were almost equal
and if they were adequately spread
apart in frequency.

For optimum FM reception. a
fixed-tuned receiver is required. 1t
may be fixed-tuned to one F [\1
channel or switchable to any of a
number of channels. preferably
the former.
The alternative is reception of

F [\1 stations with a tunable re
ceiver whose desired input signals
are at essentially the same level.
This can be done in two ways: (I)
utilization of an outdoor antenna
and a preamplifier whose gain is
automatically or manually adjust
able or (:!), reeding the receiver
from a CATV outlet-when the
CATV system head end is
equipped with individual Ft\1 chan
nel amplifiers.

Feeding the Receiver
This article is about the latter

alternative. When a CATV system
employs a single amplifier for all
FM band signals, the output levels
of the FM channels differ dras
tically as illustrated in Figure I.
On the other hand, the output levels
can be made essentially equal by
employing individual FM channel
amplifiers at the head end.

L.L
Fig. 1

Instead of picking up and trans
mitting all of the available FM sig
nals, including noise and spurious
signals by utilizing an 88-108 MHz
amplifier, only the signals of se
lected FM stations are picked up,
amplified and transmitted into the

CATV system. As shown in Figure
2, only a single FM receiving an
tenna is-required. When necessary,
however. two or more antennas
can be used.

Head end amplifiers designed for
this purpose are available. The
Cate I FM RM, for example. has a
rated sensitivity of 3 micro-volts
for 30 dB of noise quieting. AGC
maintains output level constant at
the present level as input level
varies over a wide range, as shown
in Figure 3. Image rejection is rated

I
10 10 JO 40

2
-60 -•O -20

INPUT Sr~~ ~BM'l
AUTOMATIClE¥EltNG FM~M-1000

Fig. 3

at better than 90 dB. The resulting
output signal levels of all of the
channels processed in this manner.
are uniform as shown in Figure 4.

I I

I- -'W .,_ - ...._...._ -
Fig. 4

Using this technique. it is pos
sible to import the signals of only
those FM stations whose programs
are of interest to the communities
served. Because of the superior lo
cation of the head end antenna sys
tem, reception of stations beyond
the range of a home antenna is often
possible. For example, within a
reasonable distance beyond the
New York City metropolitan area
where good reception of New York
City stations is not possible, it
would undoubtedly be possible to
provide good reception at these
stations through a CATV system.
To serve good-music buffs, the pro
grams of WQXR-FM. WTFM,
WRFM, WPAT-FM and other

Fig. 2
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STOP
GROUND-LOOP

HUM!
VIDEO

HUM STOP COI~
HSC-1

NEW!

NEW!

• Will ELIMINATE HUM ano other INTERFERENCE
in VIdeo Lines caused by differences in
Ground Potential!!

• for Color and Black & Whlle
• FLAT - DC lo 6.5 MHz.
• No Low·Freq. or Hl·FreQ. Roll-off.
• No' Differential Phase Distortion.
• No Differential Gain Distortion.
• No Envelope Delay.
• Revenlble.
• Pa~sive Device - Failure Free.
•Small Compact Package 411 x 411 x 2JA".
• Low Price.

$110.-F.0.8. NY
ELIMINATES HUM & INTERFERENCE:

• IN FIElD: Betw. Remote Truck & Telco.
Belw. Remote T~uck & Microwave
for lntertruck Hookup
for VTR Units
for Monitoring Lines

e IN STUQID: Between Buildings
On long runs in Buildings
Between Studios & Transmlt!er
On Incoming TELCO circuits
On Outgoing TELCD circuits

Auoiii.VioE'o 'ENc:iNEEiii'NG"coM'PA;v- ---1
65 NancyBlvd., Merrick, N.Y. 11566 I
Tel. 1516)546·4239
D Pleas.e send Add'tl. Inform. on HSC·l I
D Please send me ..•. HSC·l coll(s). I
D Enclosed Is remittance of .•••••••.......
D Please Invoice on 10 day free Trial I
Name . . . . . . • . • . • . •• . •• . ••..• ••••••. •• . . . I
Station or Co•.......•••••.•. TIIIe... I
Address ••.•.•••.•.••••..••••.•••••..••....• I
City ..........••.. State Zip... • I
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stations could be imported. Fort he
rock audience, the signals of WOR
FM and other in-crowd stations
could be imported.

Transportation of the signals of
AM standard 'broadcast is also
feasible. It is possible to provide a
translator at the head end that will
intercept all signals within the 540-
1600 KHz band and translate this
band to another band ottrequencies
above 50 Ml lz for cable transmis
sion. This will require the use of a
converter at each subscriber loca
tion to translate the signals back to
their original frequencies.
This convener can have output

terminals to permit direct connec
tion to receivers (such as AM/FM
stereo receivers) that are designed
to he used with an external antenna.
Receivers employing a loop an
tenna or ferrite rod antenna can be
inductively coupled to the con
verter output. This can be done by
running a wire loop within the home
and placing the receivers close to
the loop. Or, the convener output
can be fed to one or more small flat
loop antennas on which the re
ceivers are placed.

While this technique will work, it
has its limitations and drawbacks.
The noise picked up by the broad
band input device will be amplified
and fed into the cable system. Since
the AM station frequencies are
translated back to their original
frequencies, but not exactly be
cause of oscillator frequency error
at the head end translator and at
the subscriber-location converter,
a receiver is apt to pick up the sig
nal directly and via the cable system
at the same time, causing hetero
dyne beats to be produced.

- ~~~
STEREO

I
FM

MODULATOR
~RF SIGNAL

TO CATV~..j ::!
I

SYSTEMSTEREDLR FMRR MODULATOR

A better way is to demodulate
selected AM signals at the head
end and feed the resulting audio
signals to FM modulators. The AM
stations can be received with an
FM receiver tuned to a vacant FM
channel. The same technique can
be used for transporting signals of
internation<tl short wave broadcast
stations.

How About Four Channel?
In addition to transportation of

FM and AM broadcast station
signals, an FM weather channel
and a time signal channel can be
provided. Head end equipment for
these purposes is also available.

The origination of monaural.
stereophonic and even quadra
phonic audio programs is now
feasible because of the availability
of suitable off-the-shelf head end
equipment. It has heen customary
for many CATV systems to provide
a monaural music channel, either
on the aural carrier frequency of an
unused or weather television chan
nel or on an FM channel. Now that
stereo FM modulators are avail
able. the stereo-listening sub
scribers can be more adequately
served. The programs can be played
back from recorded stereo tapes by
an automated tape player system.

These stereo programs can be
reproduced monaurally with a
mono-FM receiver, stereopho
nically with a stereo-FM receiver
and viewers owning a quadraphonic
adaptor or a quadraphonic-FM
receiver will be able to reproduce
stereo programs as synthesized
four-channel stereo programs.

True four-channel quadraphonic
programs can be transmitted hy

FM STEREO

I !LF
6RFRECEIVER

RF SIGNALS l I
FROM

I y lRCATV SYSTEM I I FM STEREO
o RRRECEIVER

Fig. 5
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two stereo modulators, each oper
ating on a different channel and
both fed by a four-channel tape or
disc player. The listener with only
one FM-stereo receiver could tune
in on the main FM stereo channel
to hear the left and right channels
only. Those with two FM-stereo
receivers can tune one receiver to
hear the left and right channels and
the other to hear the left-rear and
right-rear channels, as illustrated in
Figure 5. While this might seem an
awkward way for a subscriber to
provide means for hearing true
quadraphonic programs, there are
undoubtedly many who would Jo
so until true quadraphonic broad
casting standards are established
and compatihle receivers become
available.

How About Profit?

What economic incentives there
are for CATV system operators to
provide these improved radio
reception services must, of course,
be weighed. Even when the CATV
company normally connects its
outlets to television receivers, but
not to FM receivers, subscribers
can buy and install splitters so both
television and FM receivers can be
fed by the CATV system. This
makes it difficult to exact an addi
tional charge for FM service.

On the other hand, providing
high-quality FM signals can attract
additional subscribers- those who
aren't excited about watching tele
vision, but who are dedicated music
listeners. They can represent sig
nificant additional income. By
adding to the scope and quality of
services, the CATV system oper
ator might be able to convince the
franchising authority that a rate
increase is warranted.

Local-origin music program
channels can produce income by
transmission of commercials. To
avoid alienating the audiophile who
wants music with a minimum of
commercials, discretion should be
used in regard to the types of com
mercials transmitted. This is the
audience sought by the local record
dealers, hi-fi shops and deluxe car
dealers.

When using tapes as the music
source, the mechanics are simple.
The commercials can be spliced or
dubbed into the music program.
This reduces manpower, costs, and
simplifies cablecasting procedures.

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
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Practicing The Practical
By Ron Merrett

There have been a great many
ideas flooding the market on "sky
blue" uses for CATV. In fact, if
you listen to some forecasters,
cable TV can be the answer to
everything needed in 20th century
communications.

Nobody has bothered to men
tion to a great many operators just
how they will get the money to
invest in such a myriad of possible
offerings. Those who entered the
industry seeking something less
than the fountain of potential may,
understandably, never seek the
kind of maximum service some
forsee.

From time to time there have
been services added that lack the
"Gee Whiz" approach, and so
they are bypassed or soon for
gotten. And, of course, singled out,

n few new ideas are responsible for
economic success or failure or total

~J system quality signal consistancy.
ll!l With this in mind, let's take a
fr look at what two systems have

done to increase listener/viewer
~ interest. Neither innovation in-
r.1 volved extensive investments in
;:I time nor money ... and both are in
11- use today.
,i:
~
Bl
~
er·
~
~i
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Have you ever thought of turn
ing on a TV set to watch a radio
show? They're doing it in St.
Cloud. Minnesota!

W.lON radio. who held the
cahle T\' franchise for the St.
Cloud area, had an extra TV chan
nel and they weren "t sure what to
do with it. Finally, they decided to
put a TV camera in the radio
studio and let the TV viewers
watch the announcer do his thing.

"To the best of my knowledge
we're the only station in the coun
try doing anything quite like this,"
says station manager Andy Hilger.

Viewers hooked into the cable
system, along with a choice of TV
stations pumped in from communi
ties across Minnesota. can tune in
WJON's Channel 3 to see and hear
the DJ as he reads news and
weather, plays records. and so on.

As a matter of fact. they even
get to see him drink coffee. scratch
his head, talk on the telephone,
hunt through piles of albums, and
plug in tape carts.

But it has caused some problems.
"For example," says stat ion pro
gram director Mike Dime. "until
we started to watch it we had

SADELCO
QUALITY CABLE

TV INSTRUMENTS
MODEL FS-3-S 4.5 to 300 MHz
FULL SUPER-BAND RANGE
FIELD STRENGTH METER

Twoseparate bullt-in tuners cover 54-216
MHz and 216-300 MHz. low Frequency
Adaptor extends range down to 4.5 MHz,
providing 4.5-300MHzcapability.
MODEL FS-3 VHF & UHF F. S. METER

Two separatebuilt-In tunerscover 54·216
MHz VHF range and 470-690 MHz UHF
range. Low Frequency Adaptor can ex
tend range down to 4.5 MHz.

LOW FREQUENCY ADAPTOR Mk2

4.5 to 54 MHz
The adaptor sllps Into accessory com
partment of Sadelco Models FS-3 & FS-
3-S, also Sadelco-made Models 720-8
& 718.~~~~~~~~-
MODEL 260-A SPECTRUM ANALYST
Provides a continuous, flat signal from
4.5-300 MHz, plus crystal controlled
reference signal. Ideal for calibrating
field strength meters.

..~.. -~. ·--.. "-~.

'.. ; ••••t

•
Also: measure'Teturn loss and VSWR;
measureresponseof amplifiers; measure
noise figure of amplifiers. Determine the
location of opens or shorts. Make many
other measurementswithout using oscil
loscopes, sweep generators, etc.

PORTA-BRIDGE
Battery operated, wide band bridge.

,
Measures return loss and VSWRwithout
an oscilloscope.
for Complete Information Write or phone:

SADELCO, INC.
299ParkAve.,Weehawken,N.J. 07087 .:.

1201)866-0912 ~
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cases where an announcer would
he drinking a well-known brand
of soft-drink on TV while he was
reading a commercial for their
biggest competitor on the radio."
The radio signal also serves as the
sound for the cable TV signal.
Most of the time, however, sta
tion personnel just ignore the
camera.

The regular 5 o'clock radio
news show is aired before live
closed circuit cameras, which gives
cable subscribers a different per
spective of local radio and of their
cable system.

In the foreground of the news
reporting picture is a St. Cloud
State College student manning the
camera. Students built this set.

Above, DJ as he appears on WJONstudio
monitor. Below, even program director
Mike Dime gets in Ol'J the act when he
enters the studio.

They even turned out in numbers
to assist in reporting on a local
election.

The idea could improve interest
in radio and cable TV at the same
time ... even though a system may
not he owned and operated by a
radio station. But music shows are
not the only possibility. It could
be used with stations that present
talk shows, and talk-panel shows.

Then There's CAFM
Another view is taken by a cable

system that has added FM to its
outlets.

Two Suburban Cablevision sys
tems have added FM mono and
stereo signals to their subscriber
offerings.

The systems. located in Marion.
N. C. and Culpeper, Va., pipe a
number of FM signals to the sub
scriber's drop where an FM tuner
is added to select the FM stations.
In this way, the subscriber can
receive FM signals from a number
of directions at acceptable signal
levels without using any external
antenna.

The Marion system will receive
9 stations, while the system in
ulpeper will pick up 10.

For More On CAFM
See Page CE-2
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Cable Engineering
Invites Your

Comments And
Your Ideas.

Address Correspondence
To: 1014 Wyandotte

Kansas. City, Mo. 64105

#A-
k tl'lPY,c"rv ~Pae5N 'r M'AN w~

+e« t")f'/5Z Pl!.7 CAT5 ·" ••

Memo to
Consult-
•mg
Engineers
Broadcast Engineering's "Pro
fessional Services Section" Is
your most economical and ef
fective way to display your Pro
fessional Card.

e LOW MONTHLY RATES
$16 per monthly Issue, 12 or
more times
$18.50 per monthly Issue, 6-
11 times
$21 per monthly Issue, 5 or
less times

e REACH ALL PROSPECTS
Greater at-station circulation:
FM, AM and education.aI
radio; TV, ETV, CCTV and
CATV; recording studios.

e MORE AD SPACE
Your Professional Card In BE
Is a full column wldel
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Understanding Zoom Lenses
Part 2 of a 2-Part Series By Frank Bemish

Optimum performance can only
be achieved from a lens when it is
set up properly. Since there are
many variables in a color camera
optical system, it is necessary to
pick some starting point from
which to work. The Jens is a good
starting point since the entire
camera optical system is referenced
to the lens.

After the lens is mounted on the
camera, the lens should be set in
the I.Ox position (no range ex
tender). (Figure I) If the lens is
equipped with a vernier back focus
adjustment, this should be set to
the center of its travel so that the
lens will move freely throughout
the full range of adjustment. Lock
the lens at this point.
To assure proper focus tracking

throughout the zoom range, the
camera tubes (back focus) must be
adjusted at infinity. This should be
as far away as possible and in no.
case Jess than 25 feet from the
Jens. The iris should be set wide
open and there must be glass in
the filter wheel to insure the proper
glass path. Clear or filter glass will
serve this purpose.

Zoom tight and focus the lens
on an object 25 feet or more from
the front of the lens, then zoom
wide and adjust the green tube
focus in the camera. (Figure 2)
Repeat this procedure until the
lens track focuses throughout the
entire zoom range.

It should be noted at this point
that improper adjustment of the
infinity focus setting will atf ect the.
ability of the lens to focus track in
close working situations. When the
green channel tracks. repeat the
procedure for the other channels.

Since a zoom lens design may
make several compromises to
achieve maximum operational
flexibility. it may be necessary to
make a slight compromise in one
color channel adjustment in order
to insure focus tracking. This will
not be evident in either the mono
chrome or color picture but will
assure the most uniform operation
from your lens.

Range Extender
Adjustment of the range extender

back focus should only be made
after the basic lens is setup. It
should not be necessary to adjust
the tubes when the range extenders
are used. The back focus adjust
ment on the range extenders should
be adjusted to match the basic lens.
(Figure 3.) This is accomplished
in the same manner as originally
used to set up the lens to the
camera tubes. However, the range
extender adjustment is moved
instead of the tubes to achieve
infinity focus.

When properly set up, the lens
will track focus from the minimum
objective focus distance to infinity.

When setting up the lens, make

I January, 1972

Fig. 1

sure that the cable drives are prop
erly engaged and thoroughly
tightened. The cable path from the
control 10 the lens should not
contain any sharp bends and. in
general. should be as straight as
possible. A smooth zooming action
cannot be achieved when there is
e xcessive slop or drag in the
control cables.

Increasing
lens Usefulness

A basic lens operation review
should be unnecessary but here are
some operational tricks that will
increase the usefulness of your
lens.
The range extender is widely

used in the field and sporting appli
cations for it brings the subject
closer to the viewer. The extender
also has great application in the
studio for close up work. A zoom
lens will still retain its minimum
focusing distance, and infinity
focus when a range extender is
used. The lens just becomes a
longer focal length Jens that will
focus to the same near distance.
Example. an 18 to 200mm zoom
lens that normally focuses to 28"
will become a 36 to 400mm when a
2.0x range extender rs used and
will still focus to 28".

Using a range extender for close
ups has several advantages over a
close-up adaptor for this work.
Chances are you will have a much

Fig. 2
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wider range of shots available and
will be able to frame much tighter
than you could with only the hasic
lens and a close-up adaptor. With
a range extender, the lens remains
further from the suhject. and this
reduces lighting prohlems. The
range extender also retains infinity
focus. which is lost when a close-up
adaptor is used. This means that

Fig. 3
the operator could pan from an
extreme close up to a subject
more than 25 feet away and still
retain focus tracking on the zoom.
This may not be the casewhen a
close up adaptor is used.

Getting
The Ants Eyebrow

When a close up of an ants eye
brow is required. a combination of
both a close up adaptor and range
extender may be used. (Figure 4)
Generally. the light loss through
this combination is not critical as
the subject area is small enough to
light properly without prohlems.
The majoroperationproblem likely
to be encountered is the extreme
shallow depth of field found with
this setup.

CE-8

Lens Core
The overall performance of a

lens can be kept at a high level by
periodic maintenance. The front
and rear elements should he care
t'ully cleanedperiodically. Ca111io11:
When removing or replacing lens
caps. avoid touching or hitting the
glass surface as this may result in
scratches. Never touch the coated
optical glass with your fingers as
body oils and acidswill damagethe
optical coatings. Do not use acid,
denatured alcohol or other strong
solvents. harsh or linty cloths,
dollar hills. cigarette filters. etc.
to clean lenses.They will damage
the optical. coatings. Be sure to
avoid excessive cleaning and ex
cessive pressure when cleaning.
To clean a lens. the following pro
cedure should be used:
I. Remove all loose dust with a
soft lint free cloth. lens tissue
or anti-static camels hair brush.

2. Wipe the surfaceor the lenswith
a wad of lens tissuesusinga soft
circular motion. (The optical
glass and coatings are relatively
soft so care must be taken to
avoid scratches.)

3. Persistent dirt particles may he
removedby applying a few drops
of lenscleaning fluid and ruhbing
with a wad of lens tissue in a
circular motion.
Cleaning fluids that leavea resid

ual film such as denatured alcohol
will increase the susceptibility to
flare. (Figure 5) While several ex
cellent cleaning solutions are avail
able on the market, I have found
nothing heats 100% pure alcohol.
Since this is not readily available
without a government license. (A
good gradevodka suchasSmirnoff
will produce excellent results!

Fig. 4

Vodka is pure alcohol cut with
water.) Other mild cleaning solu
tions such as Windex will produce
satisfactory results and will not
harm the optical coatings.
The control cables should be

cleanedand lubricated periodically.
Remove the ''C" washer from one
end and (pull the center shaft
through the casing. Clean and re
luhricate with a light weight grease.
The moving lens parts that can be
reached also should be greased
using a light weight, high tempera
ture coefficient grease having a
consistency similar to Vaseline.
The best policy is to return the

lens periodically to the manufac
turer or authorized repair service
for a complete interior cleaning
and adjustment. I have seenlenses
with so much internal dirt built up
that the light transmission in
creased one half or more f stops
with cleaning.

Cable Engineers
Set Regional Meet

For Match 3
The North Central Chapter of

the Society of Cable Engineerswill
hold a regional meeting March 3
and 4 in Lincoln, Nebraska at the
Cornhusker Hotel.
The program will include seven

technical sessions.a panel discus
sion on vital industry topics, and
a tour of the programming facilities
of TV Transmission, Inc. For
further information. contact Loyal
Park at 402-477-0670, in Lincoln.

See 1971 Index
For Reference To
BE Cable Articles

1
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Try Using Plate Glass
On Warped LP's

Dear Editor:
In reply to R. Dennis Alexan

der, Radex Productions, (Novem
ber, 1971, BE) asking how to re
store warped LP's. One method I
have found useful in restoring
warped records is to place the
damaged disc between two sheets
of plate glass and place this in
warm sunlight or on top of a warm
oven. Four to eight hours usually
renders the disc playable.

As for storing discs, they should
be placed vertically on a shelf and
they should be packed snugly so

~ that they rest on the edge of the
~I jacket and do not lean to one side.

I might also add that they should
be stored in a cool dry atmosphere
when possible.

George J. Kereji, CE
WAYN Radio
Detroit, Mien.

A Warped Sandwich
Dear Editor:

I am writing in response to Mr.
Dennis Alexander's letter in the
November issue of BE.

Place ·the warped record "sand-
wiched" between two sheets of

Ji' clean glass. Place this on a warm
~ equipment console (a large televi-
1!(! sion cabinet also works). The
r4 record will slowly straighten itself.
1l If the glass is not available, leave
,J the record in the jacket and stack
,,.. books, tapes, telephones, anything

with weight on the jacket. Leave
this on the warm ·Console. In just a
few hours the record will be as
good as new. The important thing
to remember is to use clean sur-

,,, faces when "straightening" records.
If it is necessary to store LP's,

stack them. Make sure they are in
a cool, dry place. Keep them from
heat. This not only protects the
LP's but also the jackets. Save
those paper inserts. The LP's will
last longer and sound better.

Dale Bernelle
KXKW Radio
Lafayette, La.

S~ndYour Industry News
To Broadcast Engineering

For letter Coverage

January, 1972

all srstems
go!

The cumbersome
four or more piece
FM monitoring
systems are going.
Belar Monitors do a
more accurate job,
as totally integrated
one, two or three
piece systems.
The FM Frequency
and Modulation
Monitor measures
both frequency
deviation and
modulation functions
-the only unit to do
both. The Stereo
Frequency and
Modulation Monitor
has everything
built in-phase
discriminator,
exclusive 19 kHz
frequency meter,
and test functions.
The SCA Frequency
and Modulation
Monitor is the only
one that monitors
four separate
subcarriers.

All systems go!
Buy Belar!

Write to:

BELAR ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC., DEPT. BE·12
BOX 83, UPPERDARBY, PA. 19084 • (215) 789·0550

NO. 100 Clrcle Number 14 an Reade"Reply Cord
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another
great new

idea

reversible
ratchel

h I.0 l1leS'for· Xcelite
I "99" tools
0 0 0 0 0 0 © •--These two unique plastic (UL) handles

extend the usefulness of all Xcelite
Series "99" tools, make welcome addi·
tions to any "99" set.

Both regular (99-lR) and Tee (99-4R)
types accept more than 60 individually
available nutdriver, screwdriver, and
special purpose snap-in blades to speed
and simplify assembly and service work.

Fully enclosed ratchet mechanism is
built to highest socket wrench quality
standards. Recessed reversing shift op·
erates at the flick of a thumb. Patented
spring chuck holds blades firmly.

nationwide availability
through localdistributors

REQUESTBULLETIN N670

XCELITE, INC.• 118 Bink St., Orchard Park, N. Y. 14127
In Canada contact Charles W. Pointon, Ltd.

Cir<le Number 10 on Reader Reply Card

Commission Authorizes CATV
Exclusivity Experiment

Hampton RoadsCablevision Co.,
operator of a Newport News, Va.
CATV system, has been authorized
by the Commission to carry the
signals of Richmond television
stations WWRT, WTVR-TV and
WXEX-TV until March I, 1972,
in order to experiment with an
FCC cable proposal on program
exclusivity, by providing run-of
the-contract exclusivity for all tele
vised motion pictures on request
from local television stations in its
area.

The Commission's program ex
clusivity proposal was contained
in its "Letter of Intent" (FCC
71-787, 31 FCC 2d 115), outlining
proposed new CATV rules.

On June 29, 1971, the FCC or
dered Hampton Roads to cease and
desist from carrying the Rich
mond television signals in viola
tion of the distant signal provisions
of Section 74.l 107(d) of the rules.
Hampton Roads' appeal for a stay
of the order was denied by the
United States Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia Circuit
and, on October 31, 1971, the cable
company stopped carrying the
disputed signals.

On October 26, 1971, Hampton
Roads filed a petition stating that,
effective November I, 1971, it
was waiving all subscriber fees

until ils requests had been acted
on; it wished to experiment with
the program exclusivity proposals
outlined in the "Letter of Intent";
unless it received relief, it would
stop its cable operation on Decem
ber 31, 1971; and if relief was
granted, it would dismiss its pend
ing legal action.

Hampton Roads stated that it
was losing about $7,000 per month
before deleting the Richmond
signals and that without the Rich
mond signals or adequate replace
ments, it would Jose 75 percent of
its subscribers.

Hampton Roads serves approxi
mately 1,000 subscribers in New
port News, ranked 44th among the
top 100 television markets. The
Richmond television stations place
at least a predicted Grade B con
tour over Newport News. Without
the Richmond signals, Hampton
Roads now provides its subscribers
only with the signals that can
readily be received over-the-air in
its area, those of WAVY-TV,
WTAR. Norfolk, WVEC, Hamp
ton-Norfolk and WYAH. Ports
mouth.
The Hampton Roads petition

was opposed by WAVY Television,
lnc., licenseeofstation WAVY-TV
(NBC), Portsmouth-Norfolk-New
port News, Va., one of the local

Cinle Number 43 on Reader Reply Card
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stations carried by the CATV
system.
The Commission noted that it

had said in its "Letter of Intent"
that it planned to put forth new
cable rules with an effective date
of March I, 1972 and that Hampton
Roads had stated that the new rules
would allow sufficient signal im
portation to make its cable system
viable without the special relief it
had requested. "It does not seem

appropriate to allow a cable system
to fail a short time before new rules
are adopted," the Commission
remarked.

In authorizing the experiment,
the Commission specified that
Hamp ton Roads may not serve
more than 2,500 subscribers during
the experiment and must provide
the Commission with written prog
ress reports every 30 days.

FCC's Tarbet Asks NAB To Appoint
Rules And Procedures Committee

John M. Torbet, executive direc
tor of the Federal Communications
Commission, has suggested to the
Small Market Radio Committee
of the National Association of
Broadcasters that NAB appoint a
working committee to examine
FCC roles and procedures and
make suggestions for improvement.
Torbet told a meeting of the

Committee that FCC rules "were
thrown like a blanket over the
whole industry and the time has
come to consider radio's problems
separately."

He said that his experience with
the National Industry Advisory
Committee (N IAC), a technical
industry-government advisory
body, convinced him that such in
dustry-government cooperation
could be fruitful.

Responding for NAB, President
Vincent T. Wasilewski said the
Association would "be quick to
accept any proffer of a working
committee" and that he certainly
will pursue the matter.

In another action, the Commit
tee unanimously passed a resolu
tion urging all broadcasters to
support NA B's effort to bring
license renewal legislation into
effect.
The resolution reads:
"Realizing the prime importance

Jonuorv. 1

at this time of the issue of license
renewal legislation, it is hereby
moved that the Small Market
Radio Committee encourage all
broadcasters in the United States
to support the efforts of NAB to
bring sound legislation into effect
regarding license renewal changes
as proposed by the NAB Task
Force.

"This Committee further com
mends the actions of NAB Presi
dent Vincent T. Wasilewski in this
effort for all broadcasters in such a
vital area."
The Committee also requested

that Chairman Clint Formby, presi
dent and general manager, KPAN,
Hereford, Tex., write Clay T.
Whitehead, director of President
Nixon's Office of Telecommunica
tions Policy, and FCC Chairman
Dean Burch urging them to support
a license term increase from 3 to
5 years.
The Committee feels this partic

ular provision of the license re
newal legislation is of great
importance to small market broad
casters and cited the present
"undue hardship in paperwork"
that Iicense renewal preparation
entails.

In another action, the Commit
tee suggested that the NAB staff
investigate the possibilit·y of hold-

Call Gates for the
most complete line
of radio broadcast
equipment ...
available from three
separate centers.

Home Office
and Mfg. facilities
123 Hampshire St.
Quincy, Ill. 62301
(217) 222-8200
Southwest
service center
4019 Richmond Ave.
Houston, Tex. 77027
(713) 623-6655
Eastern
service center
130 East 34th St.
N.Y., N.Y. 10016
(212) 889-0790

GATES
A DIVISION OF HARRIS·lNTERTYPE
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STUDIO
RECORDERS

by

MINIMUM DOWNTIME
Each unit undergoes more than 100 hours
cumulative testing • Typical parts shipment
from factory service department · under 48
hours • Easy access plug-in modules for
instant servicing • Patented electromag
netic brakes never need adjusting • Simple
transports · only 9 or 10 moving parts, all
solenoid operation • Superior tape head
contact plus light tape tension for low
headwear
MAXIMUM LIFETIME
Design lifetime is 10 years continuous use
or 65,000 hours, with three service check·
ups • Construction "rugged enough to with·
stand parachute drops" (AUDIO magazine)
• Top-grade.components such as silicon
transistors and tantalum capacitors • One
of the two remaining original American tape
recorder manufacturers; still supplying
parts and service for broadcast units 15
yearsand older
MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
Computer logic controls provide rapid fool
proof tape handling, safe popless remote
control, prevent broken tapes • Best fre
quency response among all recorders, pro
or semi-pro, and the only one that's guar
anteed • Every unit shipped with its hand·
entered proof-of-performancereport

Speed Response-Hz SIN Wow

15ips +2db 40-30K ·60db 0.06%
71h ips +2db 20-20K -soee 0.09%
33A ips +2db 20·10K ·55db 0.18%

MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY
Bias metering and adjustment; record and
play equalization switching • 2 line level
inputs per channel and a 600·ohm line out
put for each channel • Third head monitor
with A/B switch • At-the-head editing plus
cue lever • Full line of 1, 2 and 4-channel
recorders and players • From the mono
SX711 at $895 to the stereo CX822 with
typical options at $2300, you can pay less
for a semi-pro recorder, and replace it
,every couple years ... or pay more for a
Hide-tape mastering machine, and get no

ll'l>etter performance. It's your choice. To
i -rtelpyou make it, we'll be glad to send youj '.'""technlcal data with pert<>m"cee"'

~
BOX1000, ELKHAAT,lNOIANA 48614, U.S.A.
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ing a separate half-day meeting on
radio management problems during
the NAB Fall Conference. NAB
members could register for one or
both meetings.

In addition to Chairman Formby,
other Committee members are:
Harry E. Barker, general manager,
KQMS, Redding, Cal.; Ross E.

Case, general manager, KWAT,
Watertown, S. D.; George Crou
chet, Jr., president and general
manager, KPEL, Lafayette, La.;
Dick Painter, general manager,
KYSM, Mankato, Minn.; Al Rock,
general manager, WSMN, Nashua,
N. H. and Walter L. Rubens, presi
dent and general manager, KOBE,
Las Cruces, N. M.

SMPTE Gives Conference Dates
The Sixth Annual Winter Tele

vision Conference of the Society of
Motion Picture and Television En
gineers (SM PTE) has been sched
uled for Feb. 4-5, at the Sheraton
Dallas Hotel in Dallas, according
to K. Blair Benson of EV R-CBS,
SMPTE's Vice-President for Tele
vision Affairs.

Leonard F. Coleman, Eastman
Kodak Co., Dallas. is Program
Chairman; he will be aided by
Benson and SM PTE's Editorial
Vice-President Richard E. Putman,
General Electric Co.

The two-day program rs in the
process of being put together. The
main thrust of the meetfog is to be
the production of color commer
cials on film and videotape, al
though other aspects of color
television will be considered if
time on the program is available.

Heading the arrangements com-

mittee for the meeting is Franklin
R. Reinking, Eastman Kodak Co.,
Dallas.

Registration fees for the meeting
are $25.00 for SMPTE members
and $35.00 for nonmembers. Addi
tional information on the Con
ference may be obtained by writing
to The SM PTE Winter TV Con
ference, 9 East41st St., New York,
N. Y. 10017.
The dates of both 1972 SMPTE

Technical Conferences have re
cently been changed. The new
dates are:

II Ith SMPTE Technical Con
ference and Equipment Exhibit,
New York Hilton Hotel, April
30-May 5, 1972.
I12th SMPTE Technical Con
ference and Equipment Exhibit.
Century Plaza Hotel, Los An
geles, Oct. 22-27, 1972.

FCC's Dr. Hilliard
Is Re-elected Chairman

Of The FIMC
Dr. Robert L. Hilliard, Chief of

the FCC's Educational Broadcast
ing Branch, has been re-elected
chairman of the Federal Inter
agency Media Commit tee for 1971-
1972.
Founded by Dr. Hilliard in 1965,

the Commitiee's purpose is to
develop cooperative information
exchange and projects among Fed
eral agencies with communica
tions responsibilities, in order to
achieve the most efficient use of
time, funds and personnel, and to
provide the most effective service
to the public. The Fl MC currently
has a membership of twenty-six
Departments and Agencies.

Elected to the Executive Board
of the Committee were Thomas R.

Cook, Department of Justice; Ann
Erdman, Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare; Mercer
Jones, Equal Employment Oppor
tunity Commission; Dr. James
McPherson. Office of Education;
Michael Neben, Office of Educa
tion; and Dr. A. Nicholas Vardac,
Department of Interior.

'<lL6t> wH/fr,~..r/. meY'f,e awl'l.lrUY
Al/T/:WIA~ 7M! .f"mll<:\ov. T~"'

'
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OTP Director Sounds Off On
Programming And Renewals

The Office of Telecommunica
tions Policy (OTP) is fast becom
ing a major influence in the
broadcast-communications indus
try. And this is largely due to its
Director, Dr. Clay T. Whitehead.

Dr. Whitehead has been touring
the association and convention
schedule and speaking out loud and
clear. In order to give further in
sight into what Dr. Whitehead and
the OTP are doing these days,
we're including here a portion of
his December address before the
Arizona Broadcasters Association
meeting in Phoenix.

II.
nl

Clay T. Whitehead

"Let's turn now to license re
newals. Ever since the days of the
'Blue Book.' the FCC has told its
licensees what type of program
ming is in the public interest. In
the 1960 Programming Statement,
it was refined into 14 program cate
gories. featuring public affairs.
news, religious, educational and
station-produced programming of
virtually any sort. Informally, the
signals go out through the jungle
drum network of regulators, law
yers, and licensees, and you get
the message as to what kind of
programs the FCC wants from you.
With the Cox-Johnson 5: I:5 stan
dard, the Commission has also
flirted with minimum percentages

January, 1972

for the most favored program types.
The flirtation has almost become
outright seduction. as the FCC
now seems ready to adopt percent
age standards for determining
'superior' performance when an ,
incumbent's renewal application
is challenged.

•.These are disturbing develop
ments-for the public and the
broadcaster. If value judgments
on program content are unavoid
able in 'the present context of
broadcast regulation-and they
may be-they should be made as
much as possible by the public
served by the station and as little
as possible by government bureau
crats. As things stand now. hy
pocrisy prevails. and lip service is
paid to local needs and interests
while the Broadcast Bureau's con
cerns and forms really call the tune.

"It is largely our regulatory pol
icy. not the broadcaster. that is
hypocritical. The theory is that
licensees should be local voices.
Jhat they should investigate the
needs and interests of the public
they serve and reflect them in
their programming. Government
has created a set of incentives for
you. but when the results aren't
what the regulators think are in
the public interest. they try to
fight the system they have created
and tell you and your audiences
how much of what kinds of pro
grams are best.

"If the public, through the gov
ernment. doesn't like the program
ming the broadcasting system
produces, they ought to change the
incentives rather than encourage
the government to make the pro
gramming decisions. To provide
you with the right incentives, I
suggested that we eliminate all
government-conceived program
categories, percentages, formats
and other value judgments on
specific program content. Then let
the Commission strictly enforce a
meaningful ascertainment require
ment - hopefully not in the in
credible detail of the Primer-let
them judge you by your audience's

The
Compact
Crite,rion.

Only
8112 inches

wide.

We've taken the world's finest tape car
tridge playback system and reduced
both cost and size. Two units now flt in
the space formerly occupied by one!

The Compact Criterion, developed for
crowded control rooms, retains the fea
tures that made the Criterion tape car
tridge system the industry standard for
excellence. New features include: sin
gle-card electronics for mono or stereo
units and air-damped solenoid for whis
per quiet operation.

For complete information on the Com
pact Criterion playback unit, write Gates,
123 'Hampshire Street, Quincy, Illinois
62301.

GATES
A DIVISIONOF HARRIS-lNTERTYPE

Circle Number 9 on Reoder Reply Cord
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revoked. This was seized upon as
evidence of my support for broad
casters' present legislative efforts
on renewal policy. But that repre
sents a highly selective view of
what I said. I share your concern
about the stability of the licensing
process, for I think that is a key
part of the public interest in broad
casting, but I specifically empha
sized that the proposals are closely
related and should be evaluated
as a package. Let me tell you why.

"In evaluating any plan to change
renewal procedures, you should be
highly skeptical of a change that
enhances government review of
program content, measured against
national standards and percentages.
In your current mood you may not
be inclined to inspect gift horses
very carefully, but you must if you
care about your longer range future.
I sense that your attitude is one of
compliance: 'Just tell me what I
have to do by way of fairness,
access, and programming and I'II
do it - I'II even be superior to
anyone the FCC wants me to be
superior to, just tell me who it is.
Let's not rock the boat with White-

Industry News
[Cont iuued fron: page IJ)the

BPC-101C
DIGITAL CLOCK criteria rather than their own. If

this means that New York City
stations will have no agricultural
programs, and Phoenix stations
will have Spanish-languagepublic
affairs programs, so be it. And if it
meansone channel in a largemar
ket carries little news while others
provide a lot, who are we in Wash
ington to imposeour judgment and
say no?

On Second-Guessing
"Although the FCC will still he

second-guessing the licensee in
order to give content Jo this 'good
faith' standard,we will haveshifted
the focus and purpose of govern
ment supervision to enforcementof
the local needs and interests re
quirement in programming. This
alone is an effort worth making.
"As part of my renewalproposal,

I also suggested that the leisure
period should be lengthened and
that the FCC should consider new
applicants only when the incum
benr's license is not renewed or is

• a 12or 24 hour clock
• a stop watch
• an elapsed time indicator
up to 100hours
Featuring:0 6 digit display in hours,
minutes and seconds 0 Full front
panel accessto all controls 0 Easy
to read D Remotestop, start and
reset D 31/z" high by 7Y2" wide 0
Operateson 115VAC, 60Hz power.

Now Only $29 5

BROADCAST PR009CTB, INC.

••o 11...Gt•V•ftlli~n• •.•••••v•H•,Mal•a•ea
••••.Un••l;lU1J ••••.•• 700

Circle Number IS on R"oder R••ply Card

•O·:Q:-0 DVNA-MODU ~

It's not easyto improveon a product like the DYNA-MOD,
which haslong beenthe standardof the industry ... many
manufacturers have tried and failed. But DYNA-MOD 11
is a step forward; it reflects improvement over its pre
decessorin styling, operator convenienceandperformance.

The basic DYNA-MOD II acceptsseparateaudio and
video inputs from which it generatesa broadcastquality
VHF television signal on a specifiedchannel. It contains
a sideband response filter and output amplifier which
assure quality performance in adjacent-channel color
systems without the addition of external filters. An
optional envelope-delaycorrection filter is also available.
Maximum RF output is 500,000microvolts with a second

output providing a 10 DB reduction. A switch-selectable
attenuator allows attenuation of either output in 1 DB
incrementsover a 10 DB range.A third RF output is pro
vided for monitoring purposes.Visual and aural percent
ages of modulation are easily measuredwith a meter
located on the front panel.Overall appearanceof the unit
hasbeen styled to match our DYNA-TUNE Demodulator.

Shouldn't your next modulator be a DYNA·MOD 11?
Write or call today for literature and prices.

.I

DVNAIR ELECTRONICS. INC.
6360 Federal Blvd., San Diego. Calif. 92114
Telephone (7141582-9211
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head's unrealistic proposals.'
"I don't think my proposals are

unrealistic. Things have been get
ting worse for broadcasters and
they will continue to do so. The ,
battle lines are being drawn tighter
every year between you and dis
satisfied elements of your public.
If I were a true revolutionary, I
would watch this trend and say the
worse it gets, the more sense my
proposals make. But I do not have
this revolutionary vision; I want to
start now to stop the trend to make
the licensee an agent of the govern
ment for programming purposes."
"The social and economic forces
that are causing this unhealthy
trend are not going to go away.
You are not seeing a temporary
madness in the body politic, you
are seeing the times change. There
is no easy way out. It's more diffi
cult to be private licensees with
public responsibilities than it is to
be "gate-keepers" for a govern
ment-controlled broadcasting forum
of communications. It's harder to
be free and to exercise that free
dom responsibly. I know you
want the latter approach. So do I
and I'm convinced the public
does too."

Radio Club of America
Elects Officers

Fred M. Link has been re-elected
president of The Radio Club of
America for a two-year term. Also
re-elected for two-year terms were
Samuel N. Harmatuk as vice presi
dent, Francis H. Shepard as secre
tary and David Talley as treasurer.
Elected as a new member of the

board of directors. for a two-year
term was Edgar F. Johnson. Direc
tors re-elected for two-year terms
were Ernest Amy, W. G. H. Finch.
Frank A. Gunther. Harry W.
Houck, Jerry Minter and Jack
Poppele.
The club is the world's oldest

existing radio-electronics technical
society with approximately 500
members throughout the world.

NAB Names PR Head
Robert. E. Hallahan 'has been

named director of the new Broad
cast Bureau of the National Asso
ciation of Broadcasters' Public
Relations Department.

January, 1972

R'ECYCLE YOUR
USED

TRANSMITTING TUBES

3000 HOUR WARRANTY
EMERGENCY SERVICE

By having your used power tubes rebuilt, you can get a second,
third or fourth life from them. In making new tubes a manufacturer
must use many metals such as iron, nickel, cobalt, copper,
tungsten, molybdenum, zirconuim and precious metals such as
gold, silver and platinum. Since Econco reuses most of the
original parts in a tube, you help conserve these limited resources
by sending your used tubes in for rebuilding. We will rebuild
your used tubes for a price approximately half that of a new tube
or we will buy your used tubes outright.
Here is a recycling program that saves you money and conserves
valuable resources. Send us your tubes today!
For more information write or phone:

ECONCO BROADCASTSERVICE, INC.
200 College Street
Woodland, Calif. 95695
(916) '662-4495
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Digital Logic Ba •ICS
By E. Stanley Busby, Jr:

Part 4 of a 4-part series

One of the advantagesof a digi
tal logic system is its ability to
manipulate variable quantities
(once they are in digital form)
without error. A simplecomparator
(discussed in last month's article)
which tells that two quantities (now
numbers) arc the same, or which
one is larger is often inadequate.
Sometimes it must he l\nown how
11111ch bigger one is than the other.

What's The Difference?
Where broadcastequipmentuses

electrical arithmetic, it is likely to
involve suhtraction rather than

addition. Servo systems, for exam
ple, generatea corrective influence
which is proportional to the dif
ference hetween what is and what
ought to he. Those who service
video recorders are familiar with
"error voltages." Used in this
sense,the word "error" is not the
same as "mistake," but means a
departure from the ideal ... a dif~
[ere nee,

It is not the purpose of this ar
ticle to attempt explanation of how
a computer finds roots and loga
rithms, but the simplest of any
arithmetic, addition and subtrac
tion, is now in such wide use in
commercial equipment that you
needto understand it.

One and One Are 10
Since there are only two nu-

merals <I, and 0) in the binary sys
tem, its arithmetic is at least five
times easier than that of the deci
mal system. The multiplication
table is absurdly simple:

1. 0 times anything = 0
2. I times I = I
To make things even easier, we

never bother to add a long column
of figures a la third grade. If you
want to know the sum of A+B+C
+D, you add A and B, then add
to their sum, then add D to thut
sum, etc. Lots of wives do their
check stuhs this way.

Binary addition works exactly
like any other scheme... start at
the top of eachcolumn of numerals,
beginning with the least significant
column. Add the column. If the
sum gets bigger than one "digit,"
write down the least significant

CARRY l
OUT

A- a a l LiB- a l a- - -
SUM- 0 l l a

CARRY CARRY CARRY
CARRY

OUTl CARRY OUTl CARRY OUTl CARRY
A-- 1-tN l-1N l-1N 1-1N
B- 0 l 0 I

0 0 I I
SUM- -

I 0 0 I

1-4, THE PRECEEDING STEP PRODUCED NO "CARRY"
5-8, THE PRECEEDI NG STEP DID PRODUCE A CARRY

Fig. 1 The eight possibilities of binary addition.
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(CA RR IES, 1-, l

A
B +

l 0 0 11 11
l 0 l l

l l l Ll Lo

Fig. 2 Two examples of binary addition.

digit of the sum (which will be a" I"
or a "0") and "carry" the rest (also
a "I" or a "0") to the top of the
next column and repeat.

Since we are concerned with
only two numbers, no column can
be more than three numerals deep
... number A, number B,and maybe
a carry. Study Figure I before going
further.

The table in Figure I can he re
duced to four easily remembered
sentences:
I. If a column has no ''l's" in 11.

the sum is 0.
2. If a column has one "I" in it,

the sum is I.
3. If a column has two "l's" in

it, the sum is 0 and carry a I.
4. If a column has three "l's" in

it, the sum is I and carry a I.
Figure 2 shows two examples of
binary addition.

JOO Take-Away 1 Equals 11
An old rule of grade-school arith

metic says: to subtract. change the
sign; then mid. Changing the sign
of a binary number is simple.
Change all the l's to O's and all the
O's to l's. This is called "comple
menting" the number. For example:

(19,
(11)

(CARRIES, 1 1-i l

A
B

.... l 01111 l 0
l 0 l l 0 l

14M
(45)

19U13m l LQ l Ll LO l l

VALUE 8 4 2

0 0 0 l l
l 0 l 0 0
2 0 l 0 l I "EXCESS THREECODE"
3 0 l l 0 "XS3"
4 0 l l l
5 l 0 0 0
6 ~ 0 0 l \ TO CONVERTORDINARY BCD

7 l 0 l 0 !0XS3, ADD 0011 lTHREEI

8 l 0 l l
9 I I 0 0

VALUE 4 2 2

0 0 0 0 0
l 0 0 0 l
2 0 0 1 0
3 0 l 0 1 I ONEFORM OFA 4-2-2-1 CODE
4 0 I l 0
5 l 0 0 1 { THEREAREOTHERS
6 l 0 I 0
7 1 I 0 1
8 1 1 I 0
9 1 1 I l

Fig. 3 Two other forms of BCD.

010 I (five) 0IO1
IS TllE SAME AS

minus I I00 (twelve) plus 0011
NO CAKRY IOOO
I000 complemented is 0 I I I (seven)

being subtracted from. Whenever
this happens, there will be no carry
from the last column. The answer,
which is obviously negative, will
have its ones and zeros reversed
and must he re-complemented be
fore it can represent a true magni
tude. For example:

Note that if the addition in the
most significant column creates a
"carry" i1 is added lo the least sig
nificant column. This is called an
"end-around" carry.

Sometimes the number being
subtracted is larger than the one

Januory, 1972

1100 (twelve) IJOO
IS TllE SAME AS

minus OH>l (five) plus 1010
carry 0110

__ I

0 I I I (seven)
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The rule for subtraction can be
stated in three easily remembered
sentences:

I. Invert (complement) the num
ber to be subtracted. then add
it.

2, If there is an "overflow" (a
carry from the last stage) the
answer is positive. and one
(the carry) must be added to
the sum.

3. If there is 110 carry, the answer
is negativeand must be com
plemented.

When numbers are present in
Binary-Coded-Decimalform(BCD)
some tricky circuitry must he em
ployed if binary adders are to be
used.Alternatively, the BCD num
bers can be converted to pure
binary, added, (using readily a..vail
able binary adders), then re
converted to BCD. MSI circuits
are available which convert BCD
to binary and vice versa.

There's BCD And There's BCD
In previous articles, only one

form of HCD was mentioned. l'n
it, each "decimal place" was
"worth" twice asmuchas its right
hand neighbor. l 1 is sometimes
called "8-4-2-1" BCD. There are
other forms. This is possiblesince
thereareonly tendecimalnumerals
andsixteencombinationsto choose
from. Two popular forms are tab
ulated in Figure 3.

Each of the two forms shown in
Figure 3 have two characteristics
in common:

If you were to serially transmit
all tenof thedecimalnumerals,you
would have transmitted twenty
"ones" and twenty "zeroes." This
equality is an advantage in some
transmissionsystems.
Each pair of numerals that add

up to nine are "mirror images" of
each other. This is very useful
when performing BCD arithmetic.
There are many other special

purposeBCD "codes."

Show And Tell
The BCD format (usually the 8-

4-2-1 kind) is widely used in con
junction with numeric disp'lay

18

Fig. 4 The nixie
tube read-out dis
play.

devices (read-outs). Two types of
number display devices have al
ready found wide application in
broadcast equipment, and another
fairly new type is coming into use.
They are:

I. The "Nixie" tube. (See Fig
ure 4.) This is a gasdischargetube
(remember the VK-105?). It has
one anode, returned to a 200 Voll
(approximately) posiuve supply
through a current limiting resistor.
There arc ten cathodes. each one
madeof thin wire and shaped like
a numeral. One cathode al a time
is grounded and the others left
opencircuit. The ionizedgasimme
diately surrounding the wire of the
groundedcathode glows an orange
color and forms a highly visible
numeral.

MSI devicesare available which
accept BCD input and have ten
outputs ... one for each cathode.
They are designed to withstand
the voltage to which the opt:n
cathodes rise (about 70 Volts).
2. The "seven segment" display.

<SeeFigure 5.) This display can
also he made of seven gas dis
charge elements, but usually uses
incandescent filaments. MSI de
vicesareavailable for these.also
BCD in, seven lamp driving out
puts, and logic 10 light up the right
ones.
3. The light-emitting diode array.

The diodes in the array operate
from the typical +5 Volt supply
usedwith DTL and TTL logic de
vices. Similar ones are available
having a full 35-diod'earray (7 tall
by 5 wide), with which they can
portray not only numbers, but the
letters of the alphabet and punc
tuation marksas well. The version
shown in Figure 6 is a partial array
and can form only the numerals,a
minus sign and a decimal point,
but inside the dual-in-line package

TIME. 1 •
along with the diodes is a gated
four-bit memory and the necessary
logic to turn on the right diodes.
The input is BCD, of course. Like
the sevensegmentdisplay, all parts
of the display lie in the sameplane.
Like the Nixie tube, the numerals
approach the shape of normal
printed numerals.

Memories
Electrical arithmetic is complex

enough that it is economical to
store numbers somewhere, fetch
them when needed, perform the
arithmetic, and store away the
answer until it .isneeded.Whenwe
wish to see a number displayed,
our eye must see it long enough to
recognize it. The display device is
usually fed by somesort of memory
which contains the result of arith
metic performed some time ago.
Meanwhile, the arithmetic circuits
are busy with another problem.
The important characteristics of

a memory device are these:
I. Volatility. It is volatile .if it

loses its mind when the power is
turned off.

It is non-volatile if it doesn't.
Examples: flip-flops are vola-

tile.
Delay lines are volatile.
Magnetic cores are non-volatile.
Punched paper tape is non-

volatile.
2. Read-out-destructive or non

destructive. Read-out is destruc
tive if in the course of finding out
what is in the memory you must
erase it.

Examples: Destructive- most
magneticcore memories.
Non-destructive-almost every

thing else.
3. Access - random or serial,

Random access is like that of a
pigeon-hole desk- one "reach"
fetches any one item. Serial mem
ory is like a lazy-Susan serving

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
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tray. You may luck out and find
what you want in front of you. Then
again, you may have to turn it all
the way around. Random access is
faster. Serial access is cheaper.
Examples: Magnetic cores are

random access.
Most flip-flop arrays are random

access.
Various kinds of tapes and

punched cards are serial access.
A track on a magnetic drum or

disc is serial access.
A shift register, like a delay line,

is used as a memory element by
n1 connecting the output to the input
\ and pumping the contents around

and around. To enter a new bit, the
~ output-input connection is broken
~. when the old bit appears at the out
~1 put. the new bit allowed to enter
11 the input, then the connection re-

established. To keep track of where
a bit is, a counter may be used to
count shift pulses.

n Shift register memories are of
11 two types-dynamic and static.
(G The static type essentially con
~ sists of a number of J-K flip-flops
~ connected in tandem. Each clock
w~ pulse shifts everything one step
~. along the chain. Information can

stay in place as long as power is
1 applied. The dynamic kind stores
ti information in the form of capaci-
1~ tive charges which are shifted along
11" ?Y clock pulses and "re-charged"
1rl, m the process. If the clock stops,

the information will die away. Like
~ an airplane, it must operate above

some minimum speed.

The "Read-Only" Memory
A read-only "memory" is .a

memory only in the sense that it
remembers how it was arranged at
the factory. Imagine a tic-tac-toe
grid having 32 x 32 lines. There
will he 1024 cross-points. Initially

~~ each cross-point is conductive. The
customer specifics which of the
1024 hits shall be ones, and which
zeros. The manufacturer then se
lects the specified bits and care
fully zaps them open. The "mem
ory" then contains a permanent bit
pattern. Read-only devices are capa
ble of great density, current! y as
many as 8196 bits in one dual-in
line package. They are very useful
in situations where the logic re
quired is unchanging, as in code
conversion, character generation,
desk calculator instruction se
quences, look-up tables, etc.

January, 1972

Fig. 5 The "seven segment" display. All
numbers look square.

Transmission
Digital information is seldom

sent (for more than a few feet)
using a wire for each bit. For dis
tances up to a few thousand feet,
a well-terminated twisted pair
might be used, serially transmit
ting one bit at a time. For longer
distances, for transmission over
telephone circuits or for recording
on a single track of a tape recorder,
data is "encoded," or modulated
on a carrier. Amplitude modula
tion of a tone has been used for
years. Pure FM, sometimes called
FSK (frequency shift keying). is
almost as old. A number of phase
modulation methods have come
into use and three popular ones are
outlined in Figure 7.

One common characteristic of
serial transmission schemes is the
use of a unique progression of bits.
which never occurs and c·11111w1

occur during the transmission of
data. This progression, or "pat
tern," marks the boundary between
one "word" and the next and is
used to synchronize receiving
equipment.

The Society of Motion Picture
and Television Engineers has re
cently proposed a "code" for the
digital recording of time (in hours.
minutes, seconds and TV frames),
as well as 32 bits of extraneous
information.1 The "synchronizing
interval" is this progression:
0011111111111101.

The data is arranged so that
twe Ive ones never happen excepl
in the sync interval. Receipt of
twelve ones followed by 01 indi
cates forward tape travel. Twelve
ones followed by 00 indicates re
verse motion.
The time is encoded in eight 8-4-

2-1 BCD digits, utilizing 32 bits.
The 32 "spare" bits may be used
in any manner the user desires.

Fig. 6 The light-emitting diode array.

All told, there are 32 "time code"
bits, 32 "spare" bits, and 16 bits
in the "sync interval,'' which totals
80 bits. The modulation format
used is bi-phase mark. The high
est [requency developed in the
process of encoding is 80 x 30 =
2400 Hz (2000 Hz in 50 Hz
countries), easily accommodated
on the cue track of VTR's or other
recorders. One complete "word"
is encoded and recorded each TV
frame.

A unique feature of this time code
is that it may he used to encode
the proper time of day even though
the frame rate is locked to a color
sync generator. whose frame rate
is 1101 30 per second, hut is 0.1
percent slow. To correct the time
count. the time counter (clod) may
he caused to "skip over" two frame
counts each minute, except each
tenth minute. The Europeans are
lucky ... their color frame rate
turned out to be exactly 25 frames
per second.

"Frame numbers" recorded on
.a tape permit it to he controlled by
today's complex tape editing
equipment.
The transmission of data from

machine to machine. often over
telephone lines. has created the
need for standardization of trans
mission format. The American
Standard Code for Information
Interchange (ASC 11) is a standard
transmission format.2 It consists of
eight data bits. Seve'n of these (per
milling 128 combinations) are used
to identify all the numerals, upper
and lower case letters of the alpha
bet. the common punctuation
marks, and some non-printing in
structions or commands. like "who

. are you?" and "rub out.'' The eighth
bit may, if desired, be used to cause
the total number of "ones" to be
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consistently either an odd or even
numher, so that the received
"word" may he checked for accu
racy. Checking for accuracy of
transmission in this manner is
called a "parity check."3 If 011e hit
is altered by noise or other distur
hancea parity check will reveal it
and warn of error. Two hits in error
in the same word (or any even
number) would not he revealed.

It is very unlikely that two bits in
the sameword will he so affected.
Logic devices are no longer the

exclusive domain of the computer
people.They arenow finding appli
cation in broadcast equipment,
manufacturing machine control,
desk calculators•.and areevenused
in some toys. The two-way capa
biliries of Cable TV opens the pos
sibility of remotemeter-readingand

0 0 0 0

Bl-PHASE
MARK

CLOCK
EDGES A TRANSITION OCCURS AT EVERY CLOCK EDGE tREGARDLESSl. A ONE IS

REPRESENTED BY AN EXTRA TRANSITION HALF-WAY BElWEEN CLOCK EDGES.
A ZERO IS REPRESENTED BY THE ABSENCE OF AN EXTRA TRANSITION.
IF "F" ·CLOCK RATE, A STRING OF "ONES" PRODUCES AS IGNAL AT FREQ. "F'',
A STRING OF ZEROS PRODUCES FREQ. "F/2".

0 0 0 0
Bl -PHASE
SPACE

CLOCK
EDGES

SAME AS Bl -PHASE MARK. EXCEPT THAT ZEROS CAUSE THE
EXTRA TRANSITION. AND A STRING OF ZEROS PRODUCE FREQ. "F".

0 0 00SPLIT-PHASE
ALSO CALLED
"MANCHESTER II"

CLOCK EDGES

A TRANS IT10N OCCURS EVERY CLOCK EDGE. THE DIRECTION OF THE
TRANSITION DEFINES ONES AND ZEROS. THE EXTRA TRANSITION BElWEfN
CLOCK El.ICES IS NECESSARY WHEN A ONE FOLLOWS A ONE OR A ZERO
FOLLOWS A ZERO. THIS FORMAT IS POLARITY-SENSITIVE.

A STRING OF ONES OR ZEROS PRODUCE FREQ. "F", WHILE
ALTERNATl NG ONES AND ZEROS PRODUCE FREO. F12.

'Fig. 7 Three phase modulation formats for data transmission. These are examples of
"self-clocking" formats. because a transition always occurs at "clocktlrne". This Is an
advantaqe when demodulating a signal of variable rate, such as playback of a tape during
high speed search.

Figure Correction: The RTL configurations in Figure 5 of the second part
of this series (November issue) showed "bubbles" on the RTL flip-flop
circuits. All logic symbols are shown and explained on pages 25 and 26
of the September Issue. Cross out the bubbles in RTL circuits on Fig. 5.
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home-owner accessto largecentral
computers. The TV receiver can
image letters and numerals just as
well as it can image a bar of soap.
You can he sure that when these
products of the "data age" intrude
into everyday life, the man who is
already familiar with the tech
niques used can command a
premium.

Much has gone on and much is
still going on. That which hasgone
on for a while can be found in
hooks. That which is still going on
is reported in magazines.Readboth.

Footnotes
I. "Standardization for time and
control code for video tape and
audio recorders," Ellis K. Dah
•lin; SMPTE .JOURNAL Vol.
79, No. 12, Dec. 1970,p. 1086-
1088.

2. American Standard Code for
Information Interchange, ANSI
X3.4-1968 (AMERICAN NA
TIONAL STANDARDS IN
STITUTE).
Also see "Data Communica
tion," A. J. Hoyle, TllE ELEC
TUONIC ENG/NEEI?, Aug.
1971.p. DC-lJ.

3. a. "Generalized parity ched
ing," Harvey L. Garner. IRE
TUANSACTIONS ON EJ,EC
TIUJN tc COMl'UTEUS; Vol.
EC-7. No. 3, September 1958,
p. 207-213.
b. "Error Detecting Codes,"
R. W. Hamming, HEU. SYS
TEM TECllNICAl. JOUU
NAJ.. Vol. 26. April 1950,
p. 147-160.
c. "Error-correcting Codes,"
W. W. Peterson-Wiley. 1%1.

Other Reading
"Ultrasonic delay lines used to
store digitalduta." A. H. Meitzler.
Hell Labs Record. Vol. 42. No. IJ.
Oct. 1964.p. 3 15-31lJ.
"A magnetorestrictive delay line
shift register," L. E. Hargrave, I RE
TRANSACTIONS ON ELEC
TRONIC COMPUTERS. Vol.
EC-10. No. 4, Dec. 1961,p. 702-
708.
"Digital Computers-Storage and
Logic Circuitry." H. W. Sams,
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"Fundamentals of Digital Mag
netic-Tape Units," H. W. Sams.
#20580.
"Servicing Digital Devices," b
Jim Kyle, H. W. Sams, #20618
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AM & FM
Audio Distortion In Review .... March. 46
Compressing TV on an FM

1~ SCA Channel Nov., 34
'~, Gap Between Management .;md

Engineering Part I Jan., 40
~ Gap Between Management and

11
Engineering Part II .. , Feb.•46

II Gap Between Management and
Engineering Part Ill March. 54

~ Good Old Days of Radio.... . . . May, 20
I~ Manufacturer's View ... Can

Stereo-SCA Be•Compatible ... Feb.•38
\r New Sign;:ils From An
(· Old Timer WWV .luly, 44

Power Systems and Their
Effects on Station Audio Oct.. 42

, Preventing FM Overmodulation Sept.•37~.·RE' Reduce Those Loop Rates
C For Remotes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Feb., 40
·; Small Market Stations In

Mobile Homes March. 56
1l!, Talk Show Delay System Feb., 42

Update On Super Modulation .'March, 62
r-rl· ASSOCIATION & SPECIAL ISSUES
iI- (Also see Industry News)

lllnnual Buyer's Guide &
Reference Issue Aug.

Annual Index. . . . . . . . . . . . Jan.•50
\, Association Roundup . . Aug., 36
%~.Automation Index of

Manufacturers ...
Broadcast Directory
Broadcast Manufacturers
Address List Aug .. 49D-25

Cable TV Directory..... Aug .•49D-31
Caole Manufacturers
Address List . . . . . . . . . . Aug., 49D-32

i' NAB-Post Convention Wrap-up May
/R~ NAB-Pre Convention Roundup March
fC-1 NAEB-Pre Convention Issue Oct.

NABNews Roundup March. 26
NAB Product Review . . . . . March, 30
NAEBConvention Coverage .... Dec.. 11

. . June, 61
Aug.•49D-1

l; AUTOMATION
,p Automatic Assistance Circuits .. June. 50

Automation For The Smaller
111 Station . . . . . . . June, 44
l Automatic Logging . . . . . June, 40
t971Automation Review. . . . . . June, 20
Automatic Switching
Simplified. . . . . . . . . . . . . June, 28

/I January, 1972

71 Annual Index
Film In Local Origination
Part II Sept.. 32

Film In Local Origination
Part Ill Oct.. 22

Film In Local Origination
Part IV Nov.. 22

Monitoring Can Reduce
Down Time May, 16

On-Again Off-Again FCC Rule July, 16
Potential To Practice Oct., 16
Service Expansion Today Aug .•28
System Test Procedure Sept.. 16
Training Programs Needed For

CATV Feb., 18
TV Modulator Circuits April. 18

Cassette Loading Projector March, 42
Pandemonium With Paper June, 34

CATV
Arraying Yagi Antennas For

Positive Results May, 32
Cable Equipment Directory Aug .•D-31
College Course For CATV
Technicians . . . . . April, 54

Dial-A-Program System June, 16
Distribution Potential in
Optical Links March, 20

Don't Run For The Hills Nov., 16
Emergency Power For CATV Jan.•28
Film In Local Origination
Part I . . . . . . . . . . . July. 20

another new
mcmartin console
''FIVE''channel mixer

B-501 Mono Console S750.00 B-502 Stereo Console S1,050.00

McMartin has designed a series of 5-mixer consoles for production or
subcontrol room application ... with enough flexibility to serve as the
main control console in smaller station operations.
Two models are available: The 8-501 mono and the 8-502 stereo
version.
Plug-in card design ior all program circuits permits full latitude in assign
ment of ten input sources to the five mixing channels.
Professional performance ... human engineering ... attractive design
. . combine to offer the •user the ultimate in monaural and stereo five
mlxer consoles.
For full details, contact: Broadcast Product Manager (402) 342-2753

MCMartin
. 605 11ort11t11frteent11str·eet ·omaha. nebraetea · 68102 ·

Circle Number 38 on Reader Reply Cord
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KXRO
speeds up power changeover

Fig. 1 The author is shown operating
the panel. By pressing the appropriate
button for power and mode change
and then pressing the plate voltage
reset button, the changeover can take
place in less than one second.

TOTRANSMllUR INTIRl.OCK

TOTRANSMll'T[RINTIRl.OCK

HI~

TO tow POW!RCONIACT • L:::::::!

LOW

50U!H
IOWU

At the time of the 5,000 Watt
installation, it was decided to retain
both I kW antenna couplers and
the existing .phasor. The applica
tion for a construction permit
specified an installation as shown
in Figure I.

Relay Switching
Relay KI is our main switching

from Drrecuonal to Non-direc
tional. Since the phasor is adjacent
to the transmitter, this relay is
located inside the phasor cabinet.
Relay K2 is located at our north
tower, which is used for non-direc
tional operation, and this relay is
used to switch between the two
antenna couplers in the tower
shed. Relay K3 switches the south

ONMAH, 1911A PAnillNIPOWU
CHANG!PA"1'.lWA5IN5TAWD
TO IMPR'7VI MODE 5WllCHING.

!Hl5SCHE!MTIC15 SHOWNAliO'lL
IOlllANSMll'T£R

HIGHVOlTAGEllll.AY-":J
TOlllANSMlniR ••,,_ ..J

HI~ VOLIAGIRELAY

Fig. 2 Schematic of the KXRO changeover panel.

By Dave Hebert•

0Over 42 years, KXRO has un
dergone quite a few power in
creases, beginning with JOO Watts
in 1929, up to our present 5,000
Watts. In about 1949, the station
increased power to 1000 Watts,
DA-N, and a system for pattern
change was incorporated into the
"new" Raytheon transmitter and
phasor.

In 1965, the power was increased
to 5,000 Watts, 1,000 Watts at
night with a directional antenna.
This power increase brought with
it some interesting switching prob
lems.
·ce, KXRO,Aberdeen, wash.
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tower into the circuit during direc
tional operation. This tower i:
"floating" when we're non-direc
tional.

The previous pattern change in
stallation consisted of a DPD
light switch (to switch relays K
and K2) and a momentary-contac
push-button switch to operat
latching relay, K3. Actual powe
change was accomplished on th
transmitter itself.
The main disadvantage of th:

previous method was the relativ
ease of putting 5,000 Watts into
very weak 1,000 Watt. directiom
system. Secondly, the station ha·
to leave the air for about fou
seconds to allow for the necessar
switching procedures. Also, ther
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was the problem of having 220
VAC on the coils of KI and K2
continuously: the coils are de
signed for pulse operation only.
In short, something had to be done.
We sat out to make our new op

eration as fast, simple and reliable
as possible. The entire panel, which
would house the three push-but
tons necessary to change the
power/pattern modes. was custom
built in the same style and color as
our Gates transmitter. and was in-

1 stalled in our RF monitoring panel.
Since the transmitter indicator

lamp coding is red for full power
and green for low power. we used

f red and green skirted 4PDT push
buttons. The phasor also has a red
lamp for full power switching and
a green lamp for low power
switching.

I Switching Requirements
An analysis of what is to be

•I switched reveals that our switch
ing panel must accomplish the
Ifollowing: I. Remove high voltage
in the transmitter; 2. Actuate the
power change solenoid in the trans
mitter; 3. Change the positions of
Kl and K2; and 4. Actuate K3.
Then, we must have a separate

~f~witch to restore the high voltage
in the transmitter. So, the entire

iiipanel consists of three push-button
switches: 5,000 Watts non-direc-

1
tional, 1,000 Watts directional. and

~ plate voltage "reset".
~ Referring to Figure 2. it can be
seen that essentially both the high
power and low power switches per

~·lform identically. Section "a" per
' forms the appropriate switching for

the power change in the transmit
ter. Section "b" is wired in series
on both switches. When either
button is depressed, the circuit is

"1opened, thus removing the high
voltage in the transmitter.

•i Section "c" of the switch Is used
~ to change the positions of KI and
11>"" K2. The fourth section, "d", op-

Ja11uary, \,972

erates K2. This section is wired in
parallel in both switches so the
pulse is sent to the south tower in
every operation. The tower is
switched in and out of the circuit
on each alternate pulse. Lamps I-I
and 1-2 indicate the positions of
KI and K2. Again, the red lamp is
for high power and green for low
power.

On the schematic, Figure 2, the
numbers I through 8 indicate con
nections from the panel to the
transmitter. Also. the letters A
through E indicate connections
from the panel to the phasor. The
letters in parenthesis indicate dupli
cation; thus, jumpers may be used
in lieu of additional wiring.
The cost was surprisingly low

for this project. The 4PDT push
buttons were about $12.00 each.
The plate-voltage "reset" switch
was about $4.00. As we had a
consulting engineer assist in the
project, the additional charges
amounted to $75.00, which in
cluded his work to have the actual
panel built and painted. It is urged
the # 16, 600 Volt wire be used on
the installation. (Be sure to pur
chase plenty of wire. We bought
130 feet and had none left over.)
The cost of the wire and terminal
strips for the panel varies with the
type used and source of supply.

The power change is now ac
complished merely by depressing
the switch for the mode to be
changed to. and the plate-voltage
"reset". We have finally installed
something that doesn't surpass the
average intelligence of most board
men.

Actually. our only problems stern
from not depressing the buttons
far enough. thus not actuating all
the switching functions. The
switches we used have some rather
stiff springs, but we feel that the
additional thurnbwork saves us leg
work-and we're only off less than
one second to change power.

Cartrid'ge Tape
Supermarket!
Here's a one-stop shopping ceriter
tor the·most and best in broadcast
quality cartridge tape equipment
a SPOTMASTER supermarket of
variety and value.

Just check the boxes and send
us this advertisement with your
letterhead. We'll speed complete
information to you by return mail.

Single
Cartridge
Equipment
Record-play & play·
back models,
compact &
rack-mounted

Ten/70
Record·PlaY

0 The Incomparable Ten/70
D The classic 500C
0 The economlcal 400 (lrom $415)
0 Slereo models
O Delayed programming models

Multiple
Cartridge
Equipment
O Flve•Spot

(5-cartrldge deck)
0 Ten•Spot

(10-cartridge deck)

Versatil~ Five•Spot

.....................
Cartridge Tape
Accessories
O Tape cartridge winder
O Calibrated tape timer

O Remote
controllers

O Cartridge racks
(wall, rioor &
table lop models)

O Degaussers (head
demagnet1zers &

TapeCartrldie Racks cartridge erasers)

O Telephone answering accessory
O Replacement tape heads
O Adjustable head brackets
O Head cleaning lluid
O Alignment tape
0 Bulk tape (lubricated, heavy duty)

0 Tape tags·
0 Cartridges, all

sizes. any length
tape (or empty),
no minimum order,
lowest prices

Cartridges, All Sizes

The nation's leader In cartridge tape
technology can fill your every need.
quickly and economically. That's how we
became the leader. Write:

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
--- A F"Um'-"•Y• ComiP•nv ---
8810 Brookville Rd., Sliver Spring, Md. 20910

I (301) 588-4983 D I1- . 1-
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Eliminate that RF/
in your Audio Circuits

Fig. 1 The termlnal
connectors shown
here arecrimped to
the wires. This is
an especially haz
ardous practice If
the wires are cop
per.Creeping coro
sion inside the
·clamp is possible.

Fig. 2 A disc ca
pacitor is shown
here with minimum
possible leads. It is
a good practice to
keep alI leads short
and to trim exces
sive wire pro
truding through
connectors after
soldering.
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Once the symptoms are understood, RF in your audio circuits can be
eliminated. Here is your guide to symptoms and cures.*

"Written by the engi
neering staff of Sparta
Electronics and edited
by Paul Gregg.

Radio frequency interterence,or
RFl, is always a possibility when
audio equipment is operated in the
presence of RF fields. It can be
particularly troublesome in solid
state systems containing low-level
program lines and high-gainpream
plifiers hecauseless RF voltage or
current is needed in such systems
to cause interference.
With properly-designed audio

equipment, particularly that in
tended for use by radio broad
casters, the incidence of RFI is
relatively low when proper instal
lation practiceshavebeenfollowed.
But RFI does occur in even the
best of installations becauseof its
virtually unpredictable nature. It
does not necessarily require a
strong field for RF I to result. and
it is not uncommon for an audio
systemto beunaffectedby anearby
high-power transmitter, yet be rid
den with RFI from adistant source
at a different frequency.
The obvious question.of course,

is "Why can't audio equipment be
made RFl-proof'?" The answer,
unfortunately, cannot be so ob
vious. Although normal gain and
frequency response of an ampli
fier can be limited to the audio
range, this is not the casefor indi
vidual componentsandconductors.
Capacitors, resistors, inductors,
wires and transistors continue to
function as suchat frequenciesfar
beyond the bounds of the audio
spectrum: the wire that is a simple
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conductor at audio frequencies may
become a highly efficient antenna
or inductor at radio frequencies;
the insignificant stray capacitance
at audio frequencies can become a
very effective coupling or tuning
capacitor at radio frequencies: the
semiconductor junction that is a
linear control element at audio
levels will become an excellent
diode detector or modulator if
sufficient RF energy reaches it.

The task of RFI suppression,
then, is just that - suppression

. rather than elimination. No matter
what pains are taken at the design
and manufacturing levels to mini
mize susceptibility to RF, the pos
sibility will st ill exist simply
because there is no way to force a
component (such as a semicon
ductor) to recognize the difference
between a change of voltage or
current at audio frequencies and a
similar or greater change at some
higher frequency.

Fortunately, there are many
effective preventive measures that
can be taken, and the ultimate
solution to RFI becomes that of
providing reasonable suppression
during initial design and manufac
ture followed by additional effort
during subsequent installation if
required by an unusually severe
environment. It is well to note that
the best of built-in suppression can
be undone by improper or careless
installation.

RFI Symptoms
The symptoms of RFI are varied,

depending upon the strength of the
11 field, how it is entering the system,
where and how it is being detected,
and what kind of modulation it
carries. An AM carrier may enter
a system, be partially or completely
detected by a non-linear element
{more on this later) and produce the
modulation superimposed over the
normal program. If the two pro
grams are different. the intruder is
usually recognized as such quite
readily. If they are the same, the
symptoms may appear as hum.
noise, raspiness or similar distor
tion. Also, if the RFI is strong
enough, the result may he a com
pletely blocked amplifier stage with
only noise or perhaps silence as a
symptom.

An audio system normally does

not contain the necessary elements
for FM detection. so when the
intruding carrier is frequency mod
ulated the symptom is usually that
of an un-modulated carrier: hum.
noise. distortion of the normal pro
gram, or again the silence of a
blocked amplifier stage. Ir the
offender is a VHF Fl\1 carrier,
however. it will often enter the
audio system via a conductor or
cable that is resonant or "tuned"
at or near the frequency of the
interi"ering carrier. quite literally a
tuned antenna. In such a case the
FM can be converted to AM by
riding the slope of the tuned cle
ment and subsequently be detected
by a non-linear element so as to
exhibit the symptoms of AM RFl.

When RFI is caused by a TV
transmitter, the symptoms will most
often. though not always, be char
acterized by a raucous 60 Hz buzz
due to the A 1\1 frame-rate sync
pulse. Since two carriers may be
involved, one AM and one FM, the
symptoms may also become in
volved, even to the extent of in
cluding those of a completely
separate carrier from another
source.

No matter how complex the
symptoms. however. there are two
factors common to all forms of RF I.
First, RF energy is entering the
system by a path or paths that can
be located and interrupted. Second,
the RF is being detected by a non
linear element or rectifier that can
he located and suppressed.

The process of eliminating or
suppressing RFI, then, involves
two basic steps; preventing or mini
mizing the transfer of RF into the
system, and preventing detection
of the RF. The first step is simpli
fied considerably by identifying the
source and particularly the fre
quency of the interfering carrier,
and the second requires locating
the point at which it is being
detected.

Suppressing Enterinfi RFI
When considering the means

whereby RF energy can enter an
audio system. one must be con
stantly aware that stray capaci
tances may he excellent conductors
for RF and that any wire or metal
structure will he resonant at many
different frequencies, The most

prevalent example, of course, is
the twisted pair shielded audio
cable feeding a console which may
act as a quarter-wave stub antenna
at one frequency and as a rnulu
wavelength long-wire antenna at a
much higher frequency. Of nearly
equal importance are instances
where turntable tone-arm leads act
as VHF antennas-particularly
troublesome because of their loca-
1 ions in very low-level. high
impedance circuits-and AC power-
1ines. which can he very efficient
longwrre antennas at the lower
radio frequencies.

Problem Cables
The search for the route of RFI

is generally a process of eliminat
ing. one by one, the connecting
cables hy which RF may be enter
ing the system. At the same time,
judicious use of operating switches
and potentiometers will provide
positive clues as to the source. For
example, if reducing a turntable
mixer control to zero will stop the
interference it is a near certain in
dicator that both injection and de
tection are taking place in that
channel and prior to the mixer
control, perhaps in another part of
the system.

If a connecting cable is found to
be an offender. the first step is to
examine the connections at both
ends and particularly the way the
shield is connected. In most in
stances hest operation will be ob
tained when the shield is connected
at the load or console end and left
open at the source end. This is he
cause the equipment at each end
of the connecting cahle will always
have some sort of return to a com
mon ground, and connecting the
shield at hoth ends completes a
loop which quite often will respond
to magnetic fields. There is no hard
and fast rule. however, and it is
wise to try various combinations.

When the interference is in the
VHF rnnge, it will often be found
that shortening or lengthening a
cable will eliminate RFI by "de
tuning" it. Also, it may be found
that simply moving or re-routing
will accomplish the same effect.
In such cases it is often true that
. touching cables or connections will
resu It in a change of level or symp
toms of the RFl. Obviously, con-
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Fig. 3 Schematic
of portion of micro
phone preamp.
Note the use of
ferrfte beads to
suppress RFl.
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necting cahles should never he
coiled and tied in loops. If one must
be shortened but not cut, fold it
back and forth upon itself and tie
it securely.

Using Capacitors
If cable-dress and shielding tech

niques are insufficient, bypass
program-carrying conductors to
ground or shield terminals with
suitable capacitors. Since the reac
ranee of a capacitor decreases as
frequency increases, the procedure
is to choose a capacitor value
which will have no significant effect
at program line impedances and
frequencies, yet form a low reac
tance shunt path to ground for the
radio frequencies. For the typical
600 Ohm system, a value of 0.00 I
mfd to 0.002 mfd is nearly ideal
since the reactance is about 5K
Ohms at the higher audio frequen
cies, falls 10 100 Ohms at the mid
dle of the AM broadcast band, and
is close to I Ohm at the middle of
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R4
330

the Fl\.1-TV hands.
The capacitors used should be

low-inductance types. such as disc
ceramics. Lead-lengths should be
kept short, otherwise. the capaci
tor and leads could hecome reso
nant at a frequency which could
add rather than cure RFl. The pre
ceding given values can be extrapo
lated to other impedance levels
simply by following the reciprocal
relationship: if the audio line im
pedance is higher, the capacitor
should be proportionally smaller,
and vice versa.

RF Chokes
In severe circumstances, RF

chokes may be inserted in series
with the audio lines, and with by
pass capacitors to ground at each
end a very effective filter section
will result, if lead lengths are kept
short. The Ohrnite Z-50 and Z-144
chokes are typical and quite popu
lar for suppression at the higher
frequencies. Alternately, passing

R7
270

~(4

I lOO
12V

audio leads through ferrite beads is
very effective and space-saving at
VHF frequencies. Chokes are gen
erally not too practical at AM
hroadcast frequencies. however,
since those with high enough rcac
tance usually have enough DC re-·
sistance to affect audio levels in
low-impedance lines. When filter
ing AC power lines, 0.01to0.1 mfd,
600 Volt capacitors may be used,
although it may be simpler and more
effective to employ a commercial
filter designed for the purpose.

RF Detection
The suggestions so far have dealt

with means of preventing RF from
entering the audio system. Of equal
importance and often the most
effective approach. is to isolate and
suppress the point of detection ..
Even though it may require going
into the circuitry of equipment in
the audio system, it often requires
less effort than adding multiple fil
ters to prevent the RF from enter-
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ing in the first place. As an aid in
locating points at which RF can be
detected, it will help to consider
some circumstances that can result
in a non-linear junction. or rectifier.

Considering one of the earliest
known forms of an RF detector. the
galena crystal and cat's whisker.
we can see the effects of RF detec
tion resulting from point-contact
of two dissimilar metals. The signi
ficant factor is that a junction of
any two dissimilar metals or metal
compounds is a potential detector.
Now. we cannot prevent such junc
tions in an audio system because
they exist virtually every time a
connection is made. What we can
do, however, is assure that every
connection is secure and tight so
there is no possibility of introduc
ing a voltage-drop - audio or RF.

Turntable RFI
In this context we must also con

sider a very common cause of RFI
in turntable systems. Connections
to the tone-arm cartridge are made
with small push-on clips because
soldering to the cartridge pins di
rectly would likely destroy the
cartridge. The combination of a
loose clip, particularly if oxidized,
plus the tone arm lead (an excel
lent VHF antenna) and the follow
ing high-gain amplifiers is an
excellent invitation to RF I. Also,
the usual tone arm with plug-in
cartridge-shell and plug-in connect
ing cable provides two additional
sets of contacts at which RF I de
tection can take place.

Transistor RFI
Within the circuitry of individual

equipments of an audio system.
the most common offender is the
emitter-to-base junction of a tran
sistor. This junction is a forward
biased diode, with bias set so that
a change of base current with sig
nal will produce a linear but am
plified change of collector current.
Should RF energy reach such a
junction, the bias could shift to a
non-linear area and result in distor
lion of the normal program mate
rial. If the RF is amplitude
modulated, it is likely that partial
or full detection would take place,

~ resulting in audible recognition of
the AM component along with
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normal program. A sufficiently high
level of RF. however, could com
pletely blocl-..a tran•..isror, causing
complete loss of any uudible symp
tom. It becomes quite necessary
to allow for varying symptoms with
varying levels of interference when
attempting to locate an offending
junction.

Once the point of detection is
determined, the solwion is much
the sameasearlier described; shunt
capacitors with short leads, and
series inductors in severe instances.
l t is usually easiest and most effec
tive to add a capacitor directly
across the emitter-to-base junction.
The most effective capacitor value
will vary with particular circuit
parameters, but a value of 100 pf
is a good starting-point. As a gen
eral guide, the capacitor should be
as large as practical without caus
ing a loss at the highest audio
frequencies.

The input impedance at the base
of a transistor is usually measured
in thousands of Ohms. and the
signal current is generally quite

small. If it is found that a capacitor
reduces but does not adequately
suppress the RFI. it will often
suffice 10 then add a series resistor
of perhaps 100 to I 1'. Ohms in
series with the signal path imme
diately preceding the shunt capaci
tor, and substitute an inductor for
the resistor in particularly severe
instances. These latter extremes
are rarely necessary. since most
audio equipment designs include
equivalent suppression at the most
likely points of RFI detection.

Exit RFl, Stage Left
We can conclude that RF I is

always a possibility in an audio
system and can appear unexpect
edly when a change or addition is
made to the system or when another
transmitter goes on the air. We can
also conclude that RF I suppres
sion is a logical process of eliminat
ing or minimizing RF paths into
the audio system. or locating and
suppressing the points at which
detection is taking place. or both.

••

Check these low prices on professional :•quality Ampex or Scully Heads: :
: No other audio
••

Three new heads installed in your
Ampex assembly for only $97.50, Scully
$186.00. Or, your 3 heads recondi
tioned, wear permitting, for Ampex or
Scully 3-head assembly at $45.00. Get
continuing service as good as new!
Loaner assemblies available.

head manufacturer••: offers this quality
•••••••

Send for our free brochure today
Call or TABERwrite: MANUFACTURING & ENGINEERING CO.
2081 EDISON AVE.· SAN LEANDRO, CALIF. 94577 ·PHONE: (415) 635-3832

at these prices .
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Audio equalization review
By Pat Finnegan·

When Do You Compensall' and how
much is needed? The price you pay
for going merboard may he reduced
signal quality.

• One would not have to search
very far before coming upon one
of the many audio equalizers in
use in a broadcast station. These
serve many useful purposes and
solve many prohlems in the area
of frequency response.Equalizers
will be found not only in incoming
andoutgoingTelco broadcastlines,
but also in tape recorders, turn
tables. for special effects, just to
mention a few locations.

In a broad sense,there are four
main reasons that equalizers are
used: (I) to overcome intrinsic re
sponse problems; (2) to make a
unit or system conform to a spe
cific standard responsecurve: (3)
to correct general response prob
lems: and (..t) to shapethe response
in various configurations to pro
duce specialeffects.

Consider the Problems
Many devices and circuits have

response limitations even at their

'BE Maintenance Editor

most optimum performance, This
is due to the physical properties of
the devices and their circuits. In
the tape recorder, aside from am
plifier design. the focal point of
responselimitation is the tape/head
area. The natural properties of the
magnetic materials. residual mag
netism, reluctance to changefields,
gap hetween the pole pieces, the
load impedance the head offers to
the amplifier, all combine to pro
duce a definite limit to the audio
response across the hand. This
calls for external correction. The
record and playback heads, while
containing many of the same fea
tures are different in that the record
headmust carry more current and
is the amplifier load. The playback
head is loaded by the amplifier.

In disc recording and playhack,
the major limiting area is the cutter
headand the playhack head.These
are electro-mechanical devices
which not only have some of the
magneticproblems but also include
mechanical inertia of the stylus.
The optical sound system in a

film camera is another electro
mechanical device. The recording
amplifier drives a Galvanometer,
an electro-mechanical shutter de
vice in accordance with the audio
signal. The playback on the pro-

,,.-----------.I I
I I

I I
I I

L.----------J
FIXED PAD

INPUT OUTPUT
I I
I I
L----------J

FIXED PAD

,, ..•
I I
I I

Fig. 1 Vartable "T'' type attenuators can cause response problems when inserted at the
input and output of the amplifier as gain controls and when operated at an extreme end.
External fixed pads should be used to bring the controls within mid-range.
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jector has hoth optical and light
limitations to further limit the
response.

These problems and devices
mightbeconsideredastransducers;
that is, converting energy from one
form to another. The microphone
also is a transducerwhere response
limitations are present. In all these
and similar devices, there is a
natural response limitation, even
at themostoptimum circumstances,
so that the response across the
hand is not flat. In most cases it
is the high frequency end that is
affected, although, in some cases,
the low end may also be affected.

Next to transducer limitations,
comes electronic circuit response
limitations. This will hedetermined
by the quality factor of the com
ponents,theresistance,capacitance
and inductance in the circuits that
the signal must cross. For the sys
tem response to he flat across the
band, the impedance presented to
each frequency must he identical.
If at any point in the system, the
impedance is identical for each fre
quency of equal amplitude passing
it, each frequency will produce an
equal voltage and current at that
point and the system responseat
that point will be flat.

Any point in the system should
produce the same results whether
it be input or output. interstage
coupling or wherever. When the
impedance is not identical, the re
sponsewill suffer.As wewell know,
no capacitor or inductor would be
so obliging. andeven resistors have
been known to show non-linearity
at times. Thus, these component
reactions, circuit design,andphysi
cal parts placementwill combine to
present a natural limit to the audio
response. At some frequencies,
the values of resistance, capaci
tance and inductance may be in_
such proportions as to become
resonant, both series and parallel.
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Equalization vs. ·Design
Ordinarily, we don't think of

amplifier or system response in
terms of equalization, but rather as
a design problem. It is both. A de
signer is actually using built-in
equalization throughout the ampli
fier to overcome basic response
limitations. He does this by the use
of feedback circuits, impedance
matching transformers, cathode
and emitter bypass capacitors (or
the lack of them), etc.
When Telco lines for hroadcast

are under discussion, the thinking
most generally turns to terms of
equalization. Telco lines have the
same basic components of resis
tance, capacity and inductance to
limit the response, just as an am
plifier. The wire size and length
will contribute resistance, the
length inductance, and there is
capacity across the wires. These
factors will limit the frequency
response as will the components in
an amplifier.

Compensating will, of necessity,
take different forms as only the
input and output of the line is avail
able for correction. The basic com
ponents will at the same time be
different for different remote loca
tions as the circuit path will be
different. One cannot consider air
line distance from the studio to the
remote site and come up with even
an approximate consideration. For
example, the remote pickup may he
only two blocks from the studio.
but the circuit path may be several
miles in length in its route to the
central test board and back to the
studios. Thus, estimating the cir
cuit distance can only be a guess.

Over Correction
As we just discussed, systems

have intrinsic limitations and these
must be overcome if the response
across the band is to be !lat, or at
least acceptable. And, these limi
tations hold even when the systems
arc optimum.

Many problems are not a matter
for equalizer .....Equalizers will gen
erally overcome the intrinsic re
sponse limitations and often with

January, t972

enough reserve to spare so that
overcorrection is possible. But
there are many cases when prob
lems actually need correction, not
equalization.

Overcorrecting with equalizers
can be a temptation when one does
not feel like rooting out the real
problem. For example. a tape re
corder problem. Improper head
alignment will cause poor high fre
quency response. The equalizers
in the tape machine can be over
corrected to attempt compensation
for some of the lost response. but
seldom will full compensation be
obtained. Overcorrection can cause
other problems of amplifier stage
overload and distortion, boost of
high frequency noise, and even
oscillation. Even the playhack
equalizers can be overcorrected to
attempt solving the original mis
alignment. The overall tape record-

ing when made and played on this
machine may sound presentable.
Anything so recorded. however, is
not standard, and if played on a
machine that is standard. will give
very poor results.

Load Matching
Load matching is another com

mon area of response problems that
calls for correcuon, not equaii
zation.

Many amplifiers have input and
output transformers with various
impedance taps. It sometimes hap
pens that amplifiers get shifted in
the system and the impedance re
quirements may be incorrect for
the amplifier so substituted. Un
less the taps on the amplifier are
changed to. match the new require
ments. there will be load problems
and most likely. response problems.

Ease of substitution is a very

LOOSE CONNECTION
I OR DIRTY JACK

SMALL VALUE
/CAPACITOR

-------4UHIGH RESISTANCE

(EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT)

Fig. 2 A dirty or loose connection can have·theeffect of inserting a high resistance and
small value capacity in series with the line. This will affect the low frequency response.
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good argument for standard system
impedances. A standard system
impedance will allow substitution
of amplifiers without concern for
mismatching. If an amplifier must
be a bridging connection. the trans
former or resistors can he external
to the amplifier, so the amplifier
itself can incorporate the standard
impedance, and thus be moved
from one location to another with
ease.

Using '7" Pads
While discussing amplifier loads,

here is another possible trouble

0

-2

-a
dB

-6

-8

-10

IOOHz

Fig. 3 Typical response of one mile of telco line.

spot. Some amplifiers have "T"
type variahle input and output
pads. These pads are not very linear
in impedance at the extreme ends
of the control, so they should be
operated at midrange. At the ends,
they become non-linear enough to
cause response problems. If the
levels are so high the pad must he
run at one end, add a fixed pad
ahead of the ··r·pad so the con
trol can operate in midrange.

An FM Problem
Although not directly an audio

problem, there is one area where

lk HZ lOkHz

INPUT OUTPUT

Fig. 4 Circuit of a commercial equalizer that is simple in construction and operation.
Adding resistance to the coil dampens resonant response curve and broadens the skirts.
causing the least amount of equalization.
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frequency response may be poor
and improper equalization may be
blamed when it is not at fault. This
is the FM exciter in the FM trans
mitter. Some exciters have high Q
tuned stages following the modula
tor. These must be tuned broad
enough so that adequate bandpass
is obtained. If these are niisruned
so that the bandpass is very narrow,
the recovered high audio frequency
response will be poor. When mak
ing Proof measurements, the en
gineer may attempt to overcorrect
by the use of equalizers, which is
an error technique. The hasic tun
ing prohlem should be corrected
hy proper wideband tuning.

The audio signal must pass
through many contacts as it pro
ceeds from input to output of the
broadcast system. There may be
many soldered connections, many
jack fields. At any one of these
points, there may be a poor connec
tion or contact. It may be a loose
connection, poor solder-joint, or a
dirty or sprung jack. Such a con
nection is often intermittent. If
there is nothing to disturb it, the
connection may not be intermit
tent, and thus there may be no evi
dent clue. This type connection
can present a high resistance, low
capacitance contact. It is the equiv
alent of adding a small value capac
itor in series with the lead. This
small value capacity will discrimi
nate against the low audio frequen
cies and cause poor response.

The Equalizer
Since the problems that call for

equalization are many and varied,
so are the equalizers designed to
correct the problems. Equalizers•
may he rather simple RC circuits,
or variable units containing several
components of resistance, capaci
tance and inductance that may be
added to a circuit, or they may be
complicated units containing a va
riety of circuits. Some equalizers
are passive units, that is, compo
nents only, while others have an
integral amplifier built into them to
overcome losses caused by the
equalizer. Some equalizers are built
into the amplifier or unit they are
to correct, such as a tape machine.
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to all
recording

and
broadcast

studios

THE SANSUI QSE·1 IS ALL YOU NEED TO
ENCODE 4 FULL-FIDELITY CHANNELS

-AND NOTHING ELSE.
Just add it to your existing equipment for Instant

conversion and here's what· you have going for you:
(1) It yields accurate sound-source location In every

direction for startling live-sound ambience.
(2) It's in broadcast and recording use today with

outstanding results.
(3) A .complete line of complementary Sansul home

hardware is available now. In fact, thousands of Sansui
decoders are in users' ·homesalready.

(4) It's compatible with 2-channel stereo and other
four-channel matrix systems.
To be more specific:

Its ingenious ±"J" phase shifters completely elim
inate the signal dropouts and shifts in sound-source
location that plague other matrix systems. Its symmetri
cal treatment of all four channels can accurately pick up
and relocate in reproduction any sound source over a
full range of 360°-so there are no limits to total free-

32-17, 6151Slreel, woodside, N.Y. 11377.Tel.: (212) 721·4408.Cable: SANSUILE(: NEWYORK.
Telex: 422633 SEC ur,
333West Alondra Blvd. Gardena,Calif. 90247. Tel.: (212) 532·7670.
14·1, z-cnome, Izumi Suglnaml-ku. Tokyo 168,Japan. Tel.: (03) 323-1111. Cable: SANSUIELEC.
Telex: 232-2076.
Dlacem Building VestlQgStraat53-55. 2000Antwerp.•Tel.: 315663-5. Cable: SANSUIEUROANTWERP.
Telex: ANTWERP33538.
6 Franklur1am Main. Reuterweg93 Tel.: 33538.
Thornhill Southampton S09SQF. Southampton 44811. Cable: VERNITRONSOTON. Telex: 47138.

,..~
~ ~ n,e Symbol af Sansui 4-C~onn~l Sound.

San1ul Electronlca Corp. NewYork

San1ul Electrlc Co., Ltd.
Los Angeles
Tokyo

San1ulAudio Europe S.A. Belglum

Vernllron Lid.
Germany, w.
U.K.
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dom and flexibility in usi_ngcreative studio and psycho
acoustic techniques. And present standards of frequency
response, signal/noise ratio and dynamic range are
maintained.

II reproduces flawlessly on present two-channel
stereo and monophonic equipment. And it will produce
lour-channel output not only thrqugh matching Sansui
hardware, but through all other available decoders-and
there are 600,000 of them world-wide today.

Thousands of them are Sansui QS-1 Synthesizer/
Decoders that will decode It flawlessly. So will any of the
lull line of matching Sansui 4-channel receivers and con
verters for existing two-channel systems-made by the
most respected name in stereo today throughout the
world, and a recognized pioneer in lour-channel sound.

Can you aHord not to make this simple addition?
Experiment with one rjght now. Learn what other re
cording and broadcast studios everywhere, now working
with the QSE-1 Encoder, are finding out for themselves.
Confirm their astonished conclusions.

For lull details,
contact your nearest Sansui office now.

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.
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iomes''B''for Better.

•

RCA's TK-44A was a great color
camera. So, that's where we started.

And in the TK-448 we're including
some new features like ...

Bias light. It minimizes lag so you
can shoot at as low as 5-footcandles .
RGB Coring. It reduces high-frequency
noise so you can get full level video at
only 5-footcandles. Notice how that
·figure keeps popping up.

Scene Contrast Compression. It
stretches blacks without color shift. So
you get detail in shadow Iike you never
got before. Imagine that down in the
stadium early in the evening.

We've improved the connectors,
and give you a new small diameter,
lightweight cable. We've made the
highest signal-to-noise ratio in the
business a little higher. And customers
still say it's the easiest to set up and
most stable in the business.

The TK-448 is available now. It's
like the TK-44A, but it's a little better.

•
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What
San Francisco's

Channel 5 looks like
from San Jose

Signals received using an RF amplifier Signals received by a TFT Model 701 TV
front end Monitor (no RF amplifier)

The test results shown here tell the story-no RF amplifier means
greater accuracy. Both photos are unretouched and were made under
identical conditions with a HP 8555A Spectrum Analyzer: vert. = 10
dB/div.; hor. = 5 MHz/div. The test: to monitor San Francisco's Chan
nel 5 from 40 miles away.

The photo on the left shows the result using a 20 dB RF amplifier.
You not only get the channel you're after, you also get other stations
and intermodulation products.

The photo on the right shows the performance of a TFT Model
701 (no RF amplifier). You pick up only what you want to measure-
the visual and aural carriers, plus the color sub-carrier. And TFT
monitors-with advanced receiver design-are the only ones that give
you this kind of off-the-air performance -on both UHF and VHF.

You can also get this kind of accuracy in an Aural Modulation
only unit: Model 702. It fits right in with existing frequency monitoring
systems.

So, if you want "3rd Generation" accuracy in TV monitoring,
specify TFT. More than 40 stations have installed TFT instruments
for both local and remote monitoring-since introduction at the '71
NAB. And the number's growing all the time. We'll be glad to send
you a current list.

For full specifications and/or a demonstration on your frequency
(it takes only 20 minutes), call or write TFT. Representatives through.

out the U:S. In Canada: Tele
Radio Systems. In Mexico and
Central and South America:
Carvill International Corp.

The TFT Model 701carries
FCCApproval No.3-187; Model
702 carries FCC Approval No.
3-189. Both comply with all rel

Model 701 rack mounted with Model 705 evant FCC requirements for lo
Automatic Logging Adapter and Dlgltal Clock. cal and remote monitoring.

mrrr TIME AND FREQUENCY TECHNOLOGY, INC.
j I Lr.:JI - 2950 SCOTT BLVD., SANTA CLARA, CA 95050 {408) 246-6365
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WMCA Goes
Ultra Modern

WMCA Radio beganbroadcast
ing from its ultra-modern new
studios at 888 Seventh A venue
(57th Street) November I, at 6:00
a.m., according to an announce
ment by R. Peter Straus,president
of WMCA and StrausCommunica
tions, Inc.
The new WMCA broadcast

center is the most modern radio
facility in New York and the only
one in the country designed spe
cifically for a listener-participation
talk format. It will open one year.
after WMCA introduced "Dial
log Radio 57," the only such for
mat now aired in New York on a
24-hour basis.

Four separate studios are built
on a room-within-a-room construc
tion plan, in which walls, ceilings
and floors float on springsand cork
to completely isolate the studios
from outside noise. The entire
studio area is then surrounded by
an outer core to provide extra
insulation from street noise and to
accommodate public viewing
rooms for each studio.
The studios are all equipped

with special acoustical glass win
dows and microphones selected
specifically for their 'response to
conversational tones. The rest of
the broadcast area is constructed
on Liskey "raised pedestalfloors,"
which allow five to fifteen inches
of under-floor space, with remov
able panels to facilitate special
wiring.
Taking a cue from the U.S.

space program, V.P. Kanner has
provided the new WMCA broad
cast center with a complete set ol
back-up systems for all technical
facilities, any of which an engineer
can activate simply by flipping
a switch.

In addition to special lines pro·
vided by Con Edison, the station
will have its own emergenq
stand-by generator to providt
power for the entire studio aree
in the event of a blackout. Tht"
telephonecompany's newestmulti·
line call director is backed up ir
case of failure with a complete
second set of call-in lines. Ever
the air-conditioning has its owr
back-up system.
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while some are portable or patch
able units to be used in many
situations.

When selecting equalizers, the
application and range should be
considered. Equalizers designed
for Telco line correction, for exam
ple, will have features primarily
designed to overcome line response
losses, while the equalizer designed
for a tape machine will be designed
to overcome that specific problem.

When sophisticated response
shaping is desired, passive equal
izers are available that will divide
the audio band into three segments,
and there are those that split the
band into many small segments.
One commercial equalizer avail
able that splits the band into low,
medium and high requires three
separate units. The low hand
covers frequencies below I Kllz,
the mid range covers 300 Hz to
3 K II z. the high range covers
above 1 K 1lz. Not only is <1 roll
oll possible. but several dB of hoost
also is available.

Some equalizers are designed to
shape the response curve to a defi
nite standard curve. While many of
these have some adjustable cle
ments, they are not considered
operation al adjust mcnt s. hut rat her
basic maintenance adjustments.
Such equalizers. for example.
would he found in a tape recorder.
The adjusti:thle elements are in
tended mostly for a "trim up"
adjustment. On the other hand.
equalizers designed for specie:d
effects would he an operational
unit designed to be operated am.I
adjusted at will. even during the
program.

Curing the Problems
Correction. of course. will de

pend upon the application aml the
equali1cr in use. A highly capaci
tive circuit, for exwnplc. may have
inductance added by the equalizer
to resonate or ncutrnlizc the capac
ity. If the circuit is tending to reso
nate, resistance may be <tdded to
lower the circuit Q by the equalizer.
As far as effect is concerned (and
this is our primary interest), the
equalizer presents an opposing re-
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sponse curve 10 the curve presented
by the circuit in question. The
curve may not be identical in the
opposite direction, but generally it
will he.

An unloaded Telco line. for
example, will show a roll-off from
50 Hz on up. becoming more pro
nounced above I KHz. For approx
imately I mile of line using #'26
wire, the response can be down
2dBat I KHz,6dBat10 KHz.9
dB at IS KHz. (Unloaded line
means that the line does not have
series loading coils at intervals in
the line.) The equalizer will. in
effect. roll-off the low frequency
response of the line. bringing it
down to the point at which the
equalization is desired. say 10 K 11z.
This is the act ion of Ihe general
"line" equalizer. i\lore sophisti
cated units operate differently and
can providc a honst as well as mll
ofL although more equalizer sec
tions will he required.

One simple commercial equali zcr
designed tor line equalization is a
parallel resonant circuit made up
of a capacitor. imluc:or and a vari
able resist anee in series with Ihe
inductance. The circuit is resonant
above 15 KHz. By switching vari
ous values of resistance in series
with the coil. over JO dB of equali
zation is availahk· at lh•quencies
below 100 117. become progres
sively less as frequency moves

0

dB

~ERTION LOSS J I =::;:::.f7"
10 - -MINIMUM EOUALlZATION CUR~r--'°1

jAlSO REPRESENIS INSERTION LOSSI

llARIOU5 VALUES Of
EQUALIZATION AVAILABLE

4or---- I ~ \ MAXIMUM EOUAUZATION~1---__ 1__ CURVE

~·~ J -=---

closer to the resonant frequency.
Thus. with 30 dB at 100 Hz, I KHz
will have 17 dB available and at
10 KHz. only about I dB. The re
sistance is dampening the Q of the
circuit and broadening the skirts
of the tuned circuit response curve.

loss In levels
Correction for response deficien

cies has its price, and this is usually
paid by loss in levels. The first
payment is the insertion lo.u. This
loss varies, but it can he as much
as 10 dB. usually rated at I KHz.
This means that even with the
con Irols seI for minimum or zero
cquali zat ion. there will he a loss
across the bandpass of 10 dB. The
loss may vary a small amount
across the bandpass. As different
amounts or equalization arc added
into the circuit hy adjustment or
the equalizer. there will he addi-
1ional loss. This additional loss will
vary with frequency.

When the catalog sheet for the
equalizer states "up to ..JO dB equa1-
ization." this generally means ..JO
dB at the cvircmc frequency sen
sitive end, w hilc other frequencies
will haw differing losses '' hich
w ill he less than the rnaxi11111111as
stated.

Any circuit that makes use or an
evtcnsivc amount or equalization
will require postequalization a111-
plilication to return levels to their

'100HZ I kHz lllll Hz
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Fig. 5 Typical equalization curve of a small commerclal equallzer. There is an insertion
loss of about 7 dB. About 35 dB equallzallon is possible at the low end.
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original value. If this amplifica
tion is not added immediately after
the equalizer, there is the possi
bility of noise and crosstalk enter
ing the signal. For example, a poor
remote line may be equalized just
as it enters the building. The output
from the equalizer may be -40 dH.
The signalis now a low level signal,
hut the routing is through the nor
mal high level circuitry of blocks,
jacks and cables with levels of
perhaps+8 dB adjacent.There can
be many opportunities for hum,
crosstalk and other noise pickup.
Once these foreign clements get
into the signal, they will be ampli
fied right along with the signal.
However, if the amplification is
applied immediately following the
equalizer, the output level will bea
normal high level signal and no
problems will he encountered.

Standard Curves
Someequalizersare designedto

produceastandardresponsecurve,
such as those in a tape or disc re
corder.The playbackcurve in each
case is complementary to the re
cording curve. That is, it is exaci.ly
opposite the recording curve in
effect. Becausea curve is standard
docs not mean it is of necessitya
smooth roll-otr The NAH standard

disc recording curve is actually a
combination of three different
curves added together. The first
curve hasthe characteristic imped
anceof a parallel RC circuit whose
time constant is 73 µ. sec. The
second has the impedance of a
series RC circuit with a time con
stant of 318 µ. sec., and the third
has the impedanceof a series RC
circuit with a time constant of
3180µ. sec.
The NAB tape recording curve

is a combination of two curves for
one range of tape speed, and a
combination of another pair of
curves for another range of tape
speeds.
The low speed combination of

curves is a 3180µ. sec.,anda 90 µ.
sec.,while the high speedis a com
bination of 3180 µ. sec. and 50 µ.
sec.

Telco Equalization
The quality of local Telco lines

for broadcast varies, but for gen
eral pickups, the local equalizer
can improve the quality so that it
is presentable.If the remoteampli
fier has a built-in tone generator
(many do), t'his will make the job
easier.There will usually be three
tones availahlc: 100 Hz, I KHz,
5 KHz. It is impractical to expect

0

I TYPICALuF ---....J: 7,,, I-10 RESPONSE

IOOHZ Ill Hz!~HI

Fig. 6 Typical telco line response curve and typical equalization curve added to it. The
response after the equalization is shown on the bottom curve. Note that while response
is relatlvely flat out to 10kHz, the overall levels are now at -40 dB. The insertion loss of
an equalizer must be added to this level figure. so actual levels are down to about
--50 dB. It is now a low level circuit after the equalizer.
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more than 5 KHz response from
the line unless equalized lines
are ordered from the Telephone
Company.

As a first check on the quality of
line you pulled, have the remote
operator sendthe three tonesavail
able, one after another, maintain
ing the output at zero level on his
VU meter. At the studio, the Con
trol operator should set his console
VU to read zero on at least one of
the tones, reading the other two
against this first as a reference.
This will give a fair idea of what
must be done to improve the line
quality.

For example, if JOO Hz was set
to zero on the VU, but 5 KHz on
the console reads-8 dB, that much
correction must be added to the
circuit if the line and program are
to sound reasonable.Have the re
mote operator send 100 Hz, set
ting the console VU to zero (the·
remote VU also at zero), then addl
equalization without changing any
levels until the reading at 100Hz:
drops to -8 dB. Up the console:
level to again readzero VU. Next..
have the remote operator sendl
5 KHz at zero. The console meter
should be readingsomewhereclose
to zero. Touch up the equaliza
tion a bit more if needed. In most
cases,a perfectly flat responseout
to 5 KHz will not be obtained, ~o
settle on a compromise that will
give the hest equalization with the
least amount of equalization.
What happensif the remote am

plilier docs not have a tone gen
erator? Set the equalizers by ear.
Have the remote man send pro
gram material of sometype. talk on
whatever is to hebroadcast.A poon
line will sound very boomy,,with'
strong bass sounds. and the voice
will sound dull and flat. Adjust the
equalizersuntil thematerialsounds
less bassy and the voice becomes
morecrisp. Levels will needadjust
ment asequalization is added.This
type equalization can bedoneeven
while the program is on the air.
However, adjustments should bet
made in small amounts at a time
while keeping the levels up to par.
To rack the equalizercontrols from
one end to another will cause the

BR0 A DC A ST EN G l N EER.lN G
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levels to go through wild gyrations
and disturb the listeners.

Tape Equalizers
Tape machine equalizers, al

though often adjustable, are not
often adjusted. All heads are not
identical, so if any adjustment must
be made, it will be a small trim-up
adjustment.
The playback machine should be

done first, playing a standard align
ment tape. The head adjustments
and any other adjustments made
first and optimized before touch
ing the equalizers. The equalizers
should be done last, and only if one
is certain these need adjustment.

It is possible the new head that
is defective, or possibly a record
head was installed instead of a
playback head. If the response is
very poor even with everything
adjusted and optimized, unless the
equalizers have been adjusted be
fore, the head probably is defec
tive. Try another head. Usually, a
new head will bring the response to
within a dB or so of normal, assum
ing the amplifier and equalizers are
normal.
One can trim the equalizers if

one or 2 dB off normal bothers him,
but in all probability the minor loss
of response can't be detected in,
the program anyway. The danger
comes from a willingness to quickly
jump to adjusting equalizers (as in
the case of a bad head). The equal
izers may be adjusted so far from
normal that it is difficult to restore
the adjustment to a standard curve.

L If equalizers have been badly
~ misadjusted, it is best to replace the

head with an audio tone generator,
maintaining the proper impedance
match between generator and am
plifier. Many instruction manuals
will describe a setup for a particular
machine. Readjust the equalizers
to the normal curve.

Some tape machines do not have
adjustable equalizers in the play
back amplifier. Small amounts of
trim-up equalization can be ob
tained by adding loading resistors
across the head, thus changing the
match between head and ampliller.
Head impedances will nm some
where bet ween 600 to 1,000 Ohms.
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This is a cut and try method, and
only small amounts of equalization
will be obtained.

Microphones
Microphones can sometimes use

equalization in the system to com
pensate for poor room acoustics or
poor microphone placement. The
room may have too much rever
beration so the program sounds off
with too much echo effect. Or, the
mike may be so far from the voice ·
pickup that it sounds very bassy. r

An equalizer can be used to tilt the
system response curve to make the
pickup sound better. A general
equalizer can be used to roll off
the low frequency response, or one
of the special effects equalizers can
be used to reshape only the bass
part of the response curve. What
ever equalizer is used. it should be
inserted only in that section or the
system carrying that program. such
as the input from the remote line,
or from the subcontrol room from
that studio. Ir the filter or equalizer
is placed down the..system away, it
can affect other pt Ogram sources
such as tape machines and turn
tables that will be used to add local
commercial announcements.

Running motors or other low fre
quency vibrations can he picked up
on a microphone. These sounds
can come from air conditioners or
vibrations through a wall. The spe
cial effect equalizer can be used to
notch out this low frequency rum
ble without affecting the voice
pickup quality very much. Again, ,
the equalizer should be placed only
in the offending section and not
further down the system.

Summary
Various types of equalizers are

necessary to overcome mtrmsic
limitations, utlect a standard re
sponse curve, or create desired
effects. Those designed to shape a
standard curve should not be ad
justed indiscriminately. The price
of equalization is often a loss or
levels which must he made up.
Equalizers should not he overcom
pensated to attempt correct ion or
faulty opera Iion or problems that
need correction in other ways. A

Look
what we
did to the
world's
finest
tape

cartridge
system ...

we made
it better
and

named it
Criterion

80!
For complete details. write Gates,
123 Hampshire Street, Quincy. Illinois 62301.

Circle Number lO on Reader Reply Cord
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Worth repeating:
"The most comprehensive
and authoritative
reference volume
on audio ever published!''

Updated 2nd Edition

AUDlrO
CYCLOPEDIA

By Dr. Howard M. Tremaine
• 1758 fact-filled pages
• Covers more than 3500 topics
• Over 1800 illustrations
• Completely updated content

It's a library In one handy volume! Fully up
dated to include latest developments, right
down to the newest solid-stale and integrated
circuits. Gives you concise, accurate explana
tions of all subjects in the fields of acoustics,
recording and reproduction ... with each sub
ject instantly located by a unique Index and
reference system.

It's the indispensable, complete reference
book for anyone associated with or interested
in the audio field. 20675-$29.95
25 sections! Contents include: basic principles
of sound: acoustics, studio techniques and
equipment; constant-speed devices, motors
and generators; microphones; allenuators;
equalizers; wave filters; transformers & coils;
sound mixers; VU meters; tubes, transistors &
diodes; ampl!fiers; disc recording; cutting
heads; recording & reproducing styli; pickups;
magnetic recording; optical film recording; mo
tion picture projection equipment; speakers,
enclosures, headphones & hearing aids; power
supplies; test equipment; audio-frequency
measurements; installation techniques; special
charts & tables.

10-day FREE EXAMINATIONr---------------,
I Howord W. Sam•I Co., Inc. BE-012 I
. 4300 Wot 62nd SI. '1· lndlonapoll~.Indiana46268 I
I 0 SendmoAUDIOCYCLOPEDIA(20675) tor 10·

cliy e••mlnation.withoutcastor obll1ation.I will I•I send$29.95, orwill returnthebaokwithin10 days. I
(Includesalestaxwhereapplicable.)

I D I enclose$29.95 payment.Sendmycapypast- I
I jiild with full IO·doyrefundprivilege.(Include I

s.alestu whereapplicable.)
I II Home(Print) _ I'
I Addron --- I'
I City .Stet~l II
L--------------...J'
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Annual Index
(Co11Jit111edfrom page 21)

Two-Way Syslem in
Kansas City July, 18

DIRECT CURRENT
AM Directional Antenna

Tolerance Jan., 6
AM "Freeze" Nearing An End Dec., 4
AM Modulation Proposal July, 6
Cable Origination Channel

Identification Proposed Dec., 6
Cable Qriglnatlon Requirements .. July, 4
Carrier-Current Campus Radio .. June, 6
Changes Due in EBS ...........• April, 6
Chicago Spectrum Management

Center Planned April, 6
Class IV Stations

Excluded From PSA.. . . . .... Feb., 6
Class IV Stations Granted

Power Increase Feb., 4
Digisonics Code Under Study June. 6
Directional Antenna Distortion July, 4
EBS Closed-Circuit Tests
Suspended Indefinitely . . Dec., 4

EBS Does It Again Nov., 4
Emphasis on Engineering May, 6
FM Subcarrier Levels . . . . . . April, 4
Frequency Allocations To

Be Proposed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . May, 6
Interference to Television
Reception .....

JTAC Proposes NCTSC .
Land Mobile/UHF TV

May, 4
July, 6

Sharing Rules Aug., 4
Lifting of AM Freeze Oelayed Aug., 6
More VHF in TV's Future.. . . April, 4
NAB Proposes Revisions of

FCC Rules . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jan., 6
New Television Contour

Signal Levels June. 4
Non-Commercial Educational

FM Broadcasting. . . . . . . Jan., 6
OTP Studying CATV

Broadband Feasibility Oct., 4
OCD Going Own Way . . . . . . . Sept., 6
1971Pompus Predictions . . . . March, 4
Private "Mini-Power"
AM Station . . . . . . . . Feb., 4

Satellite-To-Home
Broadcasting .

Special CATV Receivers .....
Spectrum Con:;iders UHF ..
Studying FM Interference to
Television .

Tentative CATV
Polley Decision. . Sept., 4

Time and Frequency
Standardization . . . . . . . . . Oct.. 6

Translators vs. CATV? Dec., 4
Transmitter Visibility Rules June, 6
TV Coding Schemes . . . . . . Nov .•6
VHF Television Remote

Control Expected Jan., 4
VHF TV Remote Control
Authorized . . . . . . . . . . . . . . May, 4

VIT Insertion Required. . Oct., 4

Nov.. 4
Aug .•4
Nov. 6

Jan., 4

" ... Who Your True Friends
Really Are': Sept .•6

EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING
NAEB Edges Forward Jan., 16
Public TV Slmulcasting Feb., 20

ENGINEER'S EXCHANGE
ATC Modifications Nov., 51
Built-in Telco Remote Oct., 51
Camera Relay Revision Jan., 48
Church Remotes Jan., 48
Church Remotes Revisited Nov., 53
Cross Step Gray Scale . . . . . . . . Oct., 53
Delayed Dropout EAN Unit June, 73
Easy Off Tape 'Scape Oct., 53
Eliminate Record Sticking Aug., 50
Frequency Counter Aug .. 50
Religious Tapes July, 64
Religious Tapes Feb., 52
Remote Mike Adapter Box July, 63
Revamp The Console... . . . . . . . Feb., 50
Reworking The Sony TC-850 .. March. 82
Riding Church Remotes. . . . . . . Feb., 50
Styli Damage Feb., 50
Tape Disposal Problem . . . . . . . Aug .•50
Telephone RF Filtering April, 56
Videotape Braking Problem April, 57
VTR Switching Transients Oct.. 52

INDUSTRY NEWS
Antenna Power Resistors June, 13
Cable Growth... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Aug., 17
Canadian Cable Opposes

Pole Rates Feb., 12
CATV "Uncommon Carrier" June, 15
Closed Circuit Bout-Fight

Sparks NAB-NCTA.... . . . . . May, 14
•Community Problems

Primer Adopted ... , . . . . . . . . . April, 13
Community Surveys July, 14
3M Develops Cold Weather

Comm. Shelters . . . . . . . . . . . . Jan., 14
Digltal Modulation

In Microwave Nov., 12
Distant Signal Study-Top

Vision Given Extension.. . . . Feb.. 12
EAN Takes New Route.... . .. April, 14
Equipment Radiation Limited .. Sept., 15
Fair Labor ACT. . March, 27
FCC Explains Freeze Nov., 14
FCC Opens Cable Potential Sept., 12
FCC Proposal Would Redefine

FM, TV Grade B Contours .... June, 12
FCC Renewal Guidelines
Available . . . . . . . . . . . . ... April, 17

FCC Rules On Indy 500
Showing July, 12

FCC Rules Permit Extensive
Televislon Services Aug., 24

FCC Seeks Broadcast
Help For Deaf Feb., 14

FCC Spurs Educatlonal
Financing Jan., 15

Fee Schedule Ruling Adopted May, 11
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Freeze Policy Questions Oct.. 11
IEEE Forms Group For CATV
Freq. Study May, 11

1966Land Mobile Line . . . . . . . . Feb.• 14
JTACOffers Spectrum Book .... May, 15
Lighting Convention Set . . . . . . Jan.• 14
Microwave Tests Measure
Rain Attenuation. . . . . July, 12

Most Powerful Transmitter. . . July. 15
NAB Award to Ben Wolfe . . . . . Feb., 16
NAB Backs Operator Rules ..... April. 17
NAB Changing Structure . Jan.•12
NAB Convention Planning.. . Nov.•12
NAB Hits NCTA
Receiver Request. . . . . . . . . . Oct.. 14

NAB News Roundup... . . . . . . March, 26
NAB Regroups For
Challenge of "70's March, 28

NAB Seeks Aural
Service Space . . . . . . . . .. June. 14

NAB To Expand Future of
Bcstg. Committee . . . . . . . . Jan.• 12

NABWants CATV Panel Reps .. April. 14
NABWants CATV Ruling
Deferred . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Feb.• 11

National Radio Month . . . . . . . . Feb.• 11
NBCCode Is Cleared . . . . . Jan.• 10
NBS Experimental System .. , .. Oct., 12
NCTACable Industry Survey. . . Aug.•35
NCTAPe1itions For
Compatible TV Sets.. . . . Aug .•34

NCTAWants Flexible Incentive. Nov., 21
New Land Mobile Rules . . . . . March. 99
NSPEServices for IEEE. . . March, 18
One-To-A-Market Waiver
In Arizona May. 12

POPSIAvailable Now. . . . . . . . March, 18
PSA Requirements Affected
By New Mexican Pact.. Jan.. 13

Radiation Rules Amended March. 14
Radio Equipment List Ready May, 15
Random Basis For EBS Tests March, 12
Relocation Rules Amended ..... April, 12
Remote Control Gets
New Rules Sept., 15

Scientist Probes
Future Communications .... July, 14

SMPTE Program Slate Ready . March. 19
Subscription System Approval .. Oct., 13
Tower Painting Rules Nov.• 12
UHF-VHFTuner Rules Bulletin .. Feb., 13
Update On FCC Actions. . . Aug., 20
VHF Remotes Get Okay May, 12
VIT Rules For Remote Control .. Oct.. 11
Whitehead Address At NAB
Conference....... Oct.. 14

WWVAdds Voice
Storm Warnings . . Aug .•26

MAINTENANCE
(For selected maintenance short subject

features. see titles under
Engineer's Exchange.)

Air! Give Me Air• April, 28
Antenna Patterns . . . . . . . . . April, 41
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Apparent Liability: The FCC
Expects You To Know .. Jan.•36

Automatic Assistance Circuits .. June, 50
Care Package For
Tape Recorders

Avoid Panic Maintenance ..
Cartridge Quality Control
Guidelines For Tape Can

'Machine Repair
Installation Techniques ..
1971Oscilloscope Survey
Pultlng The Oscllloscope
To Work ..

Remote Control VIT
Rules Explained .

Station Updates
Emergency Equipment

Telephone Remotes

SOLID STATE
(Also see selected short subjects under

Engineer's Exchange.)
Curve Tracer

Pan I . . . . . . April. 36
Curve Tracer
Part II

Digital Logic
Pan I

Digital Logic
Pan II.

Digital Logic
Pan 111 ....

Oct.. 36
Jan.• 18
Sept.. 48

. Jan.•24
May. 24
Feb., 28

Feb.. 22

Dec.•20

Aprll. 32
July, 48

July, 52

Sept••24

Nov.. 36

Dec.. 48
Multiplymg. Mixing, and
Modulating With IC's Pan I ... Nov.. 28

Multiplying. Mixing and
Modulating With IC's
Part II

Power Up With IC's.
Progress In IC's ....
Solid State Design For 2 GHz. Nov.•48
Solid State Rectifier Stacks

Dec.. 40
July, 38
April. 50

Dec.•44

TELEVISION
(Also see selected short subjects under
Engineer's Exchange, Direct Current.

and Industry News.)
Air Force ITV Goes Mobile . . Oct .. 47
Automatic Image Enhancer Sept.•44
Cassette Loading Projector March. 42
Grade B TV Contours ... The

Shape of Things To Come .... July. 26
Mobile Van... Serving the
Public Interest. . . . . . April. 22

Network VIA Signals . . . Jan.. 32
New System ... What Am I Bid ... Oct., 31
PBS Tries Shortcut to
TV Titling . . . . . . . . Nov., 45

Public Radio And TV
Inaugurate Networks.

Remote Control VIT Signal
Television Election

Reporting System
The Videotape

Into Automation
TV Translator Tuning

July. 34
Dec.•20

May. 46 ,

March. 36
March, 70

Gates
circularly
,polarized
FM
antennas.

Gates
radome

Gates· Circularly polarized antennas
combine mechanical ruggedness with
transmission reliability. They are con
structed of a special brass alloy to with
stand corrosion trom salt-laden air and
industrlal gases.
Performance-proven Gates antennas
are available with one to sixteen bays.
Accessories include 300 watt or 500
watt heaters, radomes, and automatic
heater control systems for protection
against Icing. Null fill and beam tilt are
also available.
Select the right antenna from the four
circularly polarized antennas offered by
Gates: Dual Cycloid for high power;
Dual Cycloid II for medium power; Dual
Cycloid lll for low power and the Direc
tional Dual Cyclold antenna.
For complete details, from the leading
supplier of FM antennas, write Gates
Radio Company, 123 Hampshire Street,
Quincy, Illinois 62301

GATES
A DIVISIONOF HARRIS·lNTEATYl>E

CircleNumb., 22 on R~ad~r11.,,ly Card
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HEAR
MUFFS

Telex headphones and headsets give you that comfortable feeling
of assurance when you monitor broadcasts or communications.
Signals come through loud and clear - intelligibly and reliably.

Telex professional monaural or stereo headphones incorporate
audiometric-type transducers that are impervious to temperature
or humidity changes and provide you with absolute performance
consistency day in, day out. These sensitive dynamic transducers
produce high output levels with minimum consumption of trans
mission power. Available in single or dual muff configuration and
with noise cancelling dynamic or carbon boom microphones.

And you'll never miss a cue or program buss with a Telex
Anouncers Earset® . Inconspicuous for 'on camera' work, it has
practically become standard in the industry.

Or you can select a Teleset® , Twinset® or Earset® for light
weight, comfortable and inexpensive private monitoring. And for
special applications in business or home, industry or institution,
Telex makes a listening device to fit your requirements. Available
at better sound dealers or write for free information. You'll hear
more from Telex.

1=-FIOOUCTB OF SCJUNO RESEARCH

COMMUNIC4TION5 01\JISION

9600 ALDRICH AVEfllUE SOUTH
MINfllEAPOLIS. MINNESOTA 55420

CANADA. DOUBLE OIAMONO ELECTRONICS. LTD .. 34 Pro9,eH Ave., Sca1borou9h 4. Oni.ar10
EXPORT: ROYAL SOUfllD COMPANY. INC., 409 North Main Stroot, Froepo<r, N.Y. l 1620 U.S.A.

Circle Number 23 on Reeder Reply Cord
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EXCHANGE
Pictures Can Aid
Record Keeping

Ever walk into a station and find
that the equipment circuitry has
little similarity to the original de
sign? Then when units break down,
·troubleshooting is a nightmare!

We have been testing the Pola
roid CR-9 camera and we think it
can help solve this problem and a
number of others that rise out of
keeping records.
Since the camera will take pic

tures of schematics, the CR-9 can
help you keep modifications
straight. And it can be used to
document actual circuit modifica
tions. In fact, there are cases where
pictures of circuit boards and/or
wiring would improve communica
tions with the equipment manufac
turer when you needed to discuss a
unit problem or suggest a modifi
cation.

The body of the Polaroid CR-9
1 Land resembles the "Big Swinger"

Polaroid camera. Seven lens open
ings from F5.6 to F45 and shutter
speeds of 1/125, 1/60, and 1/30
seconds plus "8" (for time ex
posures) are provided. Packed with
the camera is a pistol grip which
has a shutter release trigger and
cable.

Also. included are eight light
shields of various round and rec
tangular sizes designed to fit the
CRT mask of almost any oscillo
scope. The length of each light
shield is such that, when the shield
is attached to the front of the
camera and then held firmly against
a scope screen, the lens-to-CRT
screen distance is at approximate
focus. Focus is not adjustable, so
for best sharpness the "F" stops
with the larger numbers should
be used.
Type I07 Polaroid film packs

(8 exposures) are normally used.
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Color film pack 108 also fits the
camera, but the slow film speed and
high cost would prevent its use for
most applications.

Camera Preparations
Try the various light shields to

find the one which best fits your
scope. Or if you have several
different models of scopes, select
and label a shield to fit each one.
Changing shields takes only a few
seconds. Better light trapping is
obtained, if the shield fits around
the outside of the rim of the scope
mask. However. we have taken
pictures of 10 seconds time expos-

Fig. 1

ure with a light shield which had
pieces removed and then patched
to make it fit inside a round mask.
No fogging from light leaks ap
peared.

If you have never used a camera
to photograph scope waveforms
before, you will need to experi-

Fig. 2
ment to obtain the correct exposure.
because a scope trace emits a very
small amount of light. Polaroid
Type 107 film is rated at Exposure
Index 3000, which is extremely
fast compared to most films. Yet
some fast rise-time waveforms
might require several seconds of
exposure.

Operation And Results
Adjust the scope as you normally

do, adjust the camera according to
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the brightness of the scope wave
form and its duration, hold the
camera shield firmly to the CRT
mask as shown in Figure I and 1

squeeze the shutter trigger. For
time exposures on the "B" shutter
position. hold the trigger for uhe
amount of time necessary. then '
release. No shutter cocking is
needed.

Remove the camera. pull the
two tabs on the film, count off 15
seconds and peel off the print.
The print should be coated for
permanence, although this docs
not have to be done immediately.

Those of you who are camera
buffs will understand about depth
of field (or depth of focus). Depth
of acceptable focus is very shallow
when close-ups are being made.
The smaller the lens aperture
(larger the "F" number) the less
critical the focusing and the sharper
both the waveform and the grati
cule markings will be. "F" stops of
Fl6, F22 and F32 give sharpest
results.

lmitaiion Double
Trace Waveforms

We asked ourselves if the
camera could be used to give the
visual effect of a dual-beam or
dual-trace scope. The answer is.
yes. The CR-9 will double-expose.

Figure 2 shows two different
waveforms from a horizontal sweep
circuit. The upper waveform and
graticule markings were shot at
F22 for about 7 seconds, the trig
ger was released and the camera
removed while the scope was
shifted to the second circuit and
the beam positioned. Then the
camera was held to the scope
screen. the graticule illumination
was turned out (in case the two
pictures were not in perfect
register). ar.d a second exposure of '
6 seconds was made before the film
was pulled. External sync on a
triggered-sweep scope was used
to eliminate all phasing error ex
cept the slight one of camera
positioning. ·

Several uses are possible at the
broadcast station. One involved
photographing a part of a TV
screen. Figure 3 shows the vertical
blanking bar (including the Vertical
Interval Test Signal) photographed
from the screen of a not-very-sharp
television receiver. The exposure

This is
the

world's
finest
and

largest
selling

11 tumtable.

Gates
CB-77

'For complete details on the CB-77 12-inch
·turntable,write Gates, 123 Hampshire St..
Quincy, Illinois 62301.

Circle Number 24 on !leader Replv Card
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fig. 3

fig. 4

was 1/30 second at f 16. For best
sharpness, there should nor be
loo much space between the pie
ture tube and the safety glass.

l t should be possible to photo
graph any reasonably tlat obJeCI
that was posuioned at the end of
the lighl shield m the thin area of
good focus. However, the light
shield blocked the light from such
objects. One of the light shields
(a size which filled none of our
many scopes) wJs altered by useof
a pair of sc1sso'°" so ligh: could
enter from two sides. A couple of
h1gh-1n1ens11ylamps were posl-

For the Broadcasting Industry
• Balanced or unbalanced bridQinQ

input, wlthour tr.ansformers!
• Built-In input pads!
• Drives uereo or Independent

morio i..peakers!
• Plug in P. C bo•rds remo...e rhru

fron1 panel for !.erv1ce!
• I 5 watts continuous RMS outpu!

Into 8 ohms, per cho1nnel
130 waTH pe ak power)
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fig. 5

tioned to light the paper, and sec
tions of printed material were
photographed.

Meter scales which are not too
far behind protective glass or plas
tic can be photographed. also. The
calibrations and pointer shown m
Figure 4 were nearly ~ inch from
the end of the light shield on the
camera. yet the picture sharpness
is sallsfactory.

One final suggestion is that small
etched boards or electronic sub
assemblies can be photographed by
use of the ahered light shield. One
example rs shown m Figure S
Exposure can be determined by a
camera light meter.

Use F22, F32 or F45 to extend
the depth of focus, when you
photograph objects which might
not be in the best position.

Additional uses for the camera
are contained in the Polaroid in
struction booklet. For example. a
standard PC connector rs provided
for use with elec tronic fla:ii.h,or for
appl icat ions where you might \\ ant
10 start a transrent by completing
a circuu through the internal flash
contacts so it i:ii.synchrornze\J wjth
the camera exposure,

Corl Babcole
BE Tech. Editor

•
---

MONITOR MASTER 215 Stondord 3 1/2"x19" rocli mount
$210.00, F.O.B. CLOVIS, CA.

Wtlll OR (All
FOI UOCHU~E Hectronics MJg.

1070 BROOKHAVEN ... CLOVIS, CA. 93612
PHONE, AC 209 299-2167

Cude Nvmb..,,-J& on l~d.•r l •.p&y Co~
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~~IPRODUCTS
(U't circle numbtr on ruder servicecard for further information)

Broadband Down-Converter
Introduction of a solid-state,

broadband down-converter for 2500
MHz instructional television fixed
service (I TFS) has been announced
by Emcee Broadcast Products.

According to the company, its
new model MC-2500 Down-Con
verter provides the user with opti
mum reliability and temperature
stability over a wide range of en
vironmental conditions. Incorpora
tion of special low-noise transistors
and Schottky-Barrier mixer diode
result in low noise figure (7 dB
typical, 81/2 dB max.) and high
gain (20 dB typical, 18 dB min.).
Frequency range is from 2500 to
2690 MHz, and stability is +50
kHz.

The Model MC-2500 is encased
in a strong aluminum, weather
scaled casting and is designed to
operate under temperature extremes
from -40° F. to + 140° F. Ad
vanced power supply utilizes an
integrated circuit voltage regulator
for excellent line and load regu
lation.

Circle Number 60 on Reoder Reply Cord

Solid State
17-lnch Monitbr

A new solid state 1711 video
monitor with 800 line horizontal
resolution has been introduced by
GRC Closed Circuil TV Corp.

Designated model MV-17, the
new 1711 CCTV monitor unilizcs
silicon transistor circuitry, a uni
tizel.1 chassis and plug-in printed
circuit boards for reliability and

ease of servicing.
Switchable external synchroniza

tion makes the MV-17 ideal for use
as a studio program monitor. GBC
also expects it to be used widely as
a monitor in high resolution indus
trial applications.

A built-in regulated power sup
ply keeps the new GBC monitor
stable, even if AC line voltage
varies. Sweep geometry is linear
within 3% of picture height.

Other features include a 440AB4
integral implosion type picture tube
and a 60 dB signal-to-noise ratio.
Video bandwidth is a full 10 MHz,
providing better than 800 TV lines
at the center of the picture.

The MV-17 is a cabinet model,
but simple adaptors arc available
for I 9" rack mounting.

Circle Number 61 on Reoder Reply Cord

Audio-Video
Routing Switchers

Intern a ti on a INuclear Corp. is
introducing a new series of audio/
video routing .switchers designed to
provide high-speed electronic
switching of multiple video and/ or
audio input signals to any combi
nation of multiple outputs.

The BRS-V-2000-X Scfies rout
ing switcher provides economical
selection and distribution of video
and/ or audio signals for the pro
fessional in the broadcasting, in
structional and closed-circuit fields.
It is designed to professional stan
dards of performance for both color
and monochrome signals.

The new switchers are modular
in concept and form a family of
compatible subassemhlies from

(Cflutinut!d "11/111gr 4J)

angenieux service COllJOtat,iooof califomia-
1Jl8 l UACH AVE., VENICE. CALIF. 90191 • 17131 811-5080

C
• "'\ ,.. . Now Two
:.}•.t~~}. )FACTORY SERVICE
_,., Am,) · CENTERS- . ~angemeux COI poratlon of america

HO MERRICK RO .. OCEANSIDE, N.Y nm . (1161 618 mo
Circle Number 26 on Reoder Reply Cord

Degaussers
•Bulk Tape •Tape Head

BULK TAPE ERASERS assure clean,
noiseless Jape ... on cartridges, reels
or cassettes, Our new Model 300C Is a
heavy-duly table-top unil wllh spindle
Iha! even erases 10Yz"-dla., 1"-wide

aooc 200C/220C

video tape reels (and everything small
er), costs just $44.95. Model 200C is
hand-held, pushbutton-operated eraser,
$22.60. Similar Model 220C tor 230
VAC/50 Hz use is $24.60.

HEAD OEMAGNETIZER is Indispensable
for proper tape head maintenance,maxi
mumfrequency response,low tape noise.
Pole piece will not damage head•.Only
$8.00.

Orderdirect or write for details.

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
8810BrookvilleRd.,SilverSpring,Md.20910

$.1>'-APt.TA

everything
1n

turntables

SPARTA'Snew 12" turntable de-
,, sign emphasises operator conven

ience with its unique one-hand
cueing feature. The GT-12 CUS
TOM turntable is built for beauty
and ruggedness! Floor cabinet,
tone arm, pickup cartridges, and
equalized prearnplifiers are avail
able for comp Ieie systems. For
quality products at realistic prices
contact your SPARTAman today.

S~Allt.TAELECTRONIC CORPORATION
"', ~•.- --. ••••110••0 SAl;•••_ ••,O.~.A--•C)l'l"'''".._.., ••••,,,.:..~3
•••••. .o._,,__ •••••••••••.•Vl;;ll'll•••~·· 1W1•11.•.•••••o XH!MI \JIII" •••• ~

Circle Number 35 on Reader Reply Cord
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ACCURATE
SOUND
CORP.

'' MODEL ASC0-700 SERIES 1A" & 1h"TAPE WIDTH
MODEL ASt0-900 SERIES 1h" & 1" TAPE WIDTH

MASTER RECORDE'RS/
REPRODU·CERS

SOLIDSTATE• FULLTRACK• 2 • 4 • 8 TRACK

PRODUCTS
1. One through Twenty-four Track Solid State Recording

Systems.
2. State of the Art Mixing Modules.
3. State of the Art Two through Twenty-four Channel·

Mixing Consoles.
4. High Speed Duplicating Systems for Reel to Reel,

Cassette and Eight Track Cartridge format.
SERVICES
1. Complete turnkey recording studio installation.
2. Rebuilding and up-dating your present recording equip·

ment. (Ask about our recorder up-date/exchange plan.)
3. Performance proof of your complete recording facility.

ASC0·700-2C
UNIT SHOWN.
$2875.00

TRADE OR UPDATE NOW
Accurate Sound is now in a position to offer a liberal trade-in
allowance on your old recording equipment and mixing consoles.
Also ask about our up-date package to convert your old tube re
cording systems to solid state. An averagecost for this up.dating
package wiII run $785.00, exchange, for a Mono 351 and will
include a new solid state electronics with power supply and bias
oscillator, a new erase record and playbackheadstack,modification
of transport to include record push button and power switch, new
escutcheon for control functions.
Accurate SoundCorporation has a complete inventory of replace
ment parts for the following equipment, Ampex Model 351, 300,
3200, AG350, AG300 and AG440.We also stock a complete line
of professional audio equipment for the recording studio andbroadcaster.

ACCURATE SOUND CORP.
P.O. Box 2159, Garland, Texas 75041
Telephone 214/278-0553

Circle Number 41 on Reader Reply Card
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M1ove Pays Off For WBAP
By Rupert Bogan

What at first appearedto bea cursemay bea bless
ing for WRAP Radio in Fort Worth, Texas.
When it was discovered that the station's trans

mitter was in the direct flight path of the Dallas/Fort
Worth airport now under construction, WBAP was
forced to move to a new location. The move resulted
in the erection of oneof the most modern transmitting
facilities anywhere.
Recently the station began transmitting from a

$1,200,000 plant located in Coppell, between Fo11
Worth and Dallas.
The unique plant employs an STL receiving tech

nique.worked out byWBA P'sengineeringdepartment.
A dish mounted on a tower 300 feet up points south
west to the Fort Worth studios of the clear channel
station. Energy feeds down the tower via coaxial
cahle to a paraholic reflector mountedat the baseand
is transmitted to a parabolic reflector which faces it.
This dish, in turn, feedsthe signal to an STL receiver.

I
I
i

The results of this· unique set-up arc quite satis
factory, exceeding all parameters for proof of
performance measurements, WBAP's engineering
department hasfound.

Another unusual feature of the WHAP transmitter
is the laboratory where the measurementsare made.
In order to block out effects of the 50,000 watts of
energy, engineers have shielded the room with ex
panded copper. covering the floor, ceiling and all
four walls.

A 120 ton air conditioner cools the sophisticated
equipment and in summer, maintains a constant 80
degreestemperatureand 78 per cent humidity.

In its previous location, the WRAP transmitter had
a 653-foot tower. However FAA restrictions have
reduced the height to 500 feet at the present site. In
order to achievethe samefield strengthengineershave
employed top loading by running a skirt or cahle at
tached to the guy cables 110feet down from the top
of the tower.
Collins Radio, main contractor for the entire plant,

arranged with Continental Electronics to supply 317
C transmitters which form the main and the alternate
main transmitter for WBAP.
Round the clock, engineers man the transmitter

which is located in 5,500 square-foot structure with
pre-castcement exterior withembedded natural rock.

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
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ew Products
Cot1lim1etifrom page 41)

hich a wide variety of system
::onfigurations can be generated.

Other features of the BRS-V-
1~000-X Series include solid-state,
l~lug-in audio and video switch
1t.;rosspoint modules and input-out-
put amplifiers; computer compati
ibility; and video only, audio only,
or audio-follow-video.

1 Designed to meet exacting de
mands of broadcast color reproduc
tion, the BRS-V-2000-X Series
witchers are available with a bat

ltery-operated stand-by power sys
tem, vertical internal switching, and
a number of control methods rang
ing from mechanical interlocking
switches to BCD computer control.

Circle Number 62 Or> lleoder Reply Cord

These so-called "hollow" sounds
arc caused b} direct sound waves
and reflected sound waves cancel-

1 ling each other, Shure has found
that this phenomenon can be ef
fectively counteracted hy locating

the microphone as close to the floor
as possible without actually touch
ing. In this way, the two paths of
direct and reflected waves coincide
to deliver the same natural quality
of sound associated with close mi
crophone pickup.

The Shure Models S53P and
S55P Distant Pickup Microphone
Isolation Stands put this principle
to work while at the same time
providing excellent shock isolation
from floor vibrations. They suspend
a microphone approximately Vs
inch ahove floor level. The Model
S53P is specifically designed for
the Shure SM53 Microphone. The
S55P is designed for use with Mod
els 545, 548, and SM57.

Circl~ Number 63 or> Reader Reply Cord

•

Transcription Tone Arm
Gates Radio Company, a divi

sion of Harris Intcrtypc Corpora
tion, has introduced a new
transcript ion tone arm designed
especially for AM and FM broad
casting.

The Gates' TA-12 transcription
arm, which tracts with as low as
one gram pressure without skip
ping, faithfully reproduces stereo
records by minimizing the effect
of the tone arm on sound repro
duction and by reducing excessive
wear.

Precision manufacturing, exten
sive quality control and testing pro
cedures arc guarantees that this
tone arm will meet broadcast ing's
critical tracking requirements for
fine groove stereophonic record
ings.

Because of the advance design
of the tone arm, resonance is less
than !Sliz, well outside the opcr

(Crm1it111l'<l 011 /1'1/:<' ·HJ

January, 1972

Clrcl• Number 19 on 11••ader Reply Cord

Self contained remote microphone

by DYMA

• Self contained,
solid state amplifier

• Blast proof, bu ilt·in
windscreen

Ii _Usesuniver•ally available,
economical batterie~

ENGINEERING, INC.
Route l, Box 51
Taos, New Mexico 87571
(505) 758·2682

DYMA

Circle Number JO on Reader Reply Card

S~A~TA
everything
in tape cartridges
& accessories

SPARTA offers a complete array of
NAB approved standard tape car
tridges. Exacting splicing tech
niques minimize audio "drop-outs"

'' and every cartridge meets demand
ing tests before shipment! SPARTA
also has tape head demagnetizers,
bulk erasures, head al ignrnent
gauges, and cartridge racks. Cal I
your SPARTAman today.

,.m :!.~~~I~~.~~-~!!!~~!::.~?.~~.!!-~.~,
l • -~ -.,._llWl't ~-1,•OC:110j'•~~••.•••••~•.••••-- 1:1111••I•-.II'
'\..._ • CINllllON -O' co••fo\lTOI IOU•~t,1 htf COlif'OIUll10lil

Circle Number 31 on Reader Reply Card
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(Co1111"111edfrom page 43) which considerably reduces acci
dental damage to the stylus. The
arm is fabricated with rugged sim
plicity from nickel plated steel
which provides excellent RF shield
ing.

Designed for modem cartridges,
Gates' TA-12 tone arm incorpo
rates mechanical features which
permit easy installation and rapid
cartridge and shell change.

allow scope monitoring. The IM-5
is a $65 kit, and the IM-48 is listed
at $69 in kit form. BE built the
lM-58 and found that it meets or
exceeds manufacturer's specs.

ating, frequency range of the sys
tem. Distortion due to tracking
error in the artn and pickup is
reduced to a minimum by separate
horizontal and vertical pivots.

Accurate tracking pressure is
further achieved by rearweight ad
justment with a calibration of ap
proximately one gram per revolu
tion. This reliable tracking allows
for lower pressure on the stylus
adding to the record and stylus
life.

Gates' T A-12 transcription arm
features an arm rest with a lock

Microphones
Smooth response, light weight, a

slim silhouette and high resistance.
to shock are features of RCA's
new BK-l4A and BK-l6A micro-,
phones for broadcast, recording'
and public address applications.
Newly-designed shock and isolation
filters assure high quality, noise
free speech and music pickups.
The BK-l 4A is recommended for
outdoor as well as indoor use, and
has special screening against wind
and pop noises.

Both microphones arc omnidi
rectional dynamic types with re
placeable cartridges and provision
for stand mounting. They are styled
in non-reflecting satin-nickel hous
ings 8 inches long by % inches in
diameter. A swivel mount with 30-
foot cable and connector is sup
plied with each microphone.

In the kits only category, Heath
Company is offering its IM-58
harmonic distortion meter and
its IM-48 audio intermodulation
analyzer.
The IM-58 will measure harmonic

distortion as low as 1% as a full
scale reading in a frequency range
of 20 to 20,000 Hz. The meter
scale is calibrated in volts RMS,
percentage of distortion, and dB.

The IM-48 combines the func
tions of AC VTVM, wattmctcr, and
intermodulation analyzer. Jt includes
built-in high and low frequency
sources for intermodulation tests,
and load resistors hit 4, 8, 16, and
600 ohms.

Output terminals from both units

~rt Ulan. loo noc IOOH
~ulrtd for Servl<:in9 jn
the lie-Id. Ustd on t0m-
1NJn•ci1lion1 c-qulptr-tnl,
buSlnl!"J'S 111.jcMntS, ccm
pu1ers • .1111 li;ln(i-$of ejec-

:1c11.;J..11:':.~A1:~·~~~
nhhed in delu.t .lltdche1
case. Wrill! kir d-tUlll.

JTK-17 ...•....•.. $222. SO

Clrcle Number 32 on Reader Reply Card

Increase Head Life with ISOLAIR
New Clean Air Unit by .LIBERTY ERASE

RECORD
1i?EP1i?tJ'lYUeE

MONO - STEREO

This unit provides a laminar down
flow of the cleanest possible air
at the critical video head area.
Excessive wear and damage by
airborne contaminants are virtu
ally ellrninated, extending head
life by 100% or more and in·
Suring better overall VTRperform·
ance, as well as saving time and
money. The unit Is suspended
from the celling thus requiring no
additional floor space. It Is easily
installed and maintained and
meets Federal Standard 209a,
Class JOO.

Profet11onal D•rect Replacement Heod1 with
complete written and pictor~al inl1ructions

Our fac1cry will clean, re-build. adjust end teat your
hlod ASSEMBLY ... lnstoll new MM I heods .••
replace mtnor hardware and modify your ;ate
to accept our "NON· POPPING" 1prinQI

An additional positive effect is the
cumulative result of the constant
filtering of air from the entire
room, so that auring an extended
period of use, the level of contam
inants in the surrounding envi
ronment is progressively reduced.

Liberty Industries has the capa
bllity for providing complete clean
air environments for any size or
type of operation. Our sales en
gineers are ready to help you.

CaII or write.
36 HOUR SERVICE - LOANERS AVAILABLEMfjjf' (612) 884-7393

M!f IMINNEAPOLIS •tM*'i"illli
8125 PLEASANT AVE. SO., MINNEAPOLIS. MINN. ,,420

~-LIBERTY--- LIBERTY INDUSTRIES, INC.
598Oemlng Road, Berlin, Conn. 06037

Telephone (203)828·6361

Circle Number 33 on Reader Replv Card Circle Number 34 on Reader R.,ply Card
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Tape Tightens Format
Station I\.UDL hastightened their format in a semi

automatic process that relies on five cart machines
and nearly all music on tapes.Chris l\1anin is shown
below tapinga top 40 numberwhich another DJ, Andy
Barber, will plug into the rack for later use.
This system eliminates record problems, not the

·leastof which is those that disappear. And by using
sequencedcart machines. the TT is used mainly for
LP's. The DJ then hasmore time to accomplish other
tasks, becauserecord cueing has beeneliminated.

Martin monitors the taping of another new record.

Renew Your Subscription
By Sending In

Our Reader Service Card

J
A·.'

p

January, 1972

Circl" Number 7 on Reader ReplyCord
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t~lJLTllttlll~SI
Your No.1 source for Antenna
Systems & Components
CUSTOM-DESIGNED PHASOR
SYSTEMS Full phasing sys
tems, couplers and AC control
circuits are custom designed
to meet your .exact station re
quirements. We can also offer
full financing if required. For
any phasing needs, Multronics
will be pleased to quote the
optimum system required for
your pattern.

Hl-Q RF INDUCTORS Our RF Inductors provide unmatched
stability for systems requiring impedance matching, phase
shifting, power dividing and filtering. Typical inductors range
from 15 to 100 ampere current handling capability, inductance
values from 6 to 620 microhenries, and special units built to
meet specific requirements. Our expansive line of MULTl
FILAR RF inductors provide higher inductance and current
handling capacities in minimum size configurations. All are
suited for motor-driven applications in remote-controlled
systems.

RF CONTACTORS A wide
choice of rugged, recoil- and
corona-free multi-pole contac
~ors are available for high volt
age RF switching. All feature
strong Melamine construction
for extra ruggedness and ease
ol-maintenance. Ideally suited
for RF applications in the VLF,
LF, MF and HF ranges, they are
rated from 208 to 240 VAC ca
pability (24KVand 40KVmodels
available).

In addition to: O Folded Unipole Kits O Meter Switch
Assemblies O Phase Sampling Loops O J-Plugs (test
jacks) O Plug-in Meter Boards O Isolation Inductors
O Limit Switch Assemblle••.tor controlling motor-driven
variable inductors and vacuum capacitors.

For complete information, please write or call:

MULTRONl(;S: IN(;.
12307 Washington Avenue • Rockville, Maryland 20852

Phone: (301) 881-5774

Cfrcle Number 36 on ReaderReply Card

Lighting Handbook
Broadcast Engineering will be giving you somt:

article coverage of Lighting this year, but meanwhilt:
Sylvania Electric Products Inc. has their fourth edition
of the Lighting Handhook off the press. This paperback
condenses the essentials of lighting for television
theater and professional photography.
The paperback version is available through: GTE

Sylvania Advertising Services Center, 70 Empire-:
Drive, West Seneca, New York 14224.

Workshop 1-nSolid State
Harold Ennes, long on broadcast engineering and,

writing experience, is the author of a unique approach
to solid state. In his book Workshop In Solid State,
nnes follows his chapters with self tests that show

the reader immediately what he missed, misunder
stood, and where his knowledge is correct.

Ennes has compiled in this "must" text for those
learning solid state a rich mix of theory and practice.
The reader should come away with theory, design.
and testing knowledge.

Main chapters include: Do You Really Know The
Diode?; Understanding The Transistor; Basic Tran
sistor Parameters and Stabilization of Parameters;
Basic Linear Circuit Analysis; Practice Problems in
Solid State Amplifier Circuitry; Switching and Pulse
Applications: Special Applications and Special
Transistors; Oscillators and RF Amplifiers: Logic
Circuitry anJ Applications, Power Supplies; and
Basic Testing and Servicing Techniques.

fhis book is availahle as hook #20735 through the
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 4300 West 62nd
Street, Indianapolis, InJ. 46206.

Audio Amplifiers
Transistor Audio Amplifiers was first puhlished in

Great Britain and is now available in the U.S.
The design of audio amplifiers requires a thorough

understanding of transistor characteristics and their
various circuit possihilities. And since a design is
usually a compromise hetween several factors, it is
important to understand the basis of the performance
requirements. This hook considers these aspects of
design in detail.

Particular auention is given to extensive use of
direct-coupled audio amplifier circuits and noise and
acoustic roughness due to non-linearity.
This text, written by P. Tharma. is available through

Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 450 West 33rd
Street, New York, N. Y. IOOOl.

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
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PROFESSIONAL ~~mwllm~
VIR JAMES

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Appllc•llons •nd Fleld Engineering

345 Color•do Blvd.
Phone: !Are• Code 3031 333-5562

DENVER, COLORADO 80206
Member AFCCE
TWX 910·93 l·0514

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE

SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ava. Phan• 87,·2810

C•mbrldqe, M•u. 02138

COURTRIGHT
ENGINEERING

MORRIS COURTRIGHT, Jr., P.E.
Automation • Applications Field Engineering

ELECTRICAL AND BROADCASTING
Route No. 1, Box 854A, Flagstaff. Ariz. 86001

Phone (602) 774·8206

RALPH E. EVANS ASSOCIATES
Consulting R•dlo Engineers
AM · FM . TV • CATV- ITFS
3500 North Sherman Blvd.

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53216
Phone: 414-442-4210

TODD ASSOCIATES

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Alva C. Todd, Ph.D., P.E., Principal

827 S. Summit Avenue, Ph: (312) 832·4104
VILLA PARK, ILLINOIS 60181

SESCO, Inc.
47 NICHOLS AVENUE

P. 0. BOX 518

(206) 378-2137

FRIDAY HARBOR,
WASHINGTON, 98250

"-dY•r1lolni:-ralu In Cluolfltd Sutlon &rt
lGt per word, ~•<:hln1<.rtlon, and 1nuot be &c
roonpanled b1 <:aoh to lnoure publkatloo.
Each lnltlal or abbreviation <:ounh • full

Word. Upper caae word•, 30t earh. '
Minlm~m daaolfltd rhar11:e,$2.00.
For Ml• un whkh rtplle. are ~nt I<>uo fur

f' forwardlnir, thrre 11 an addltlonal <:hal'll'eof
•t.00 to rover df1)&rlment.number, ete., which
I• r.>rlntfdIn ad\'er11olnir rop7, Bild pr0<:Holnocor l't!pll~•.

,.. Cl•••ltll'd <:olumn8 are not optn to adnr·
ll1ln11of AnJ producl1 reirularl7 1iroduerd bf
•nanufacturero unleu uaed and no lon11:er
"'"'~ b1 the rnanufarturer or a dlotrlbutor.
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Equipment for Sale

"New & Used Towers, Buy. Sell or Trade.
Erect. Ground wire B5¢ lb. Bill Angle.
919-752-3040, Box 55. Greenville, N.C.
27B34.'' 2-71-tf

UELIAX-STYROFLEX. Large stocks -
bargain price - tested and certified.
Write/call for price and stock list. Sier
ra-Western Electric. Box 23B72, Oakland,
Calif. 9-1623. Tele: (4151 B32-3527. 1-71-tf

ONE STOP for all your professional audio
requirements. Bottom line oriented.
F. T. C. Brewer Company, P. 0. Box
,B057, Pensacola, Florida 32505. 7-71-tf

CARTIUDGE TAPE EQUIPMENT-Com
pletely rebuilt and reconditioned. Tape
caster and Spotmaster Record/Playbacks
$375.00. Playbacks $250. 30-day money
back guarantee. AUTODYNE. P. 0. Box
1004. Rockville, Maryland 20B50 (301/
762-7626). 11-71-tf

USED EQUIPMENT-Pay Cash for FM/
AM transmitters. antennas. consoles. etc.
Contact: Electr6nica Fernandez. Box 415.
Ha to Rey. Puerto Rico 00919. Tel.: 767-
3500. ll-71-4t

KTR-1000 COLOR TV MICROWAVE
LINKS-NTSC Color TV plus program
audio microwave links for studio-xmtr.
CATV. etc. Rack mounted. Mfr. Raytheon.
25 sets in stock. as new condition. Radio
Research Instrument Co.. Inc .. 3 Quincy
Street. Norwalk. Conn. Tel. 203-B53-2600.

12-71-4t

t-'OR SALE - 2 IVC 800 Series l" Color
VTR's. Excellent condition-Priced to sell
-Call (402) 477-0533 or write T-V Trans
mission Inc .. P.O. Box #Bl304. Lincoln.
Nebr. 68510. 12-71-2t

RCA 77-DX MICl{Ol'HONE with stand
and boom. Like new. $170. WONG. P.O.
Box 1290. Anniston. Alabama 36201.

1-72-lt

CARTRIDGE TAPE EQUIP:'lIENT-KRS
model SB6AP s-deck playback unil and
model SB6AR single-deck record/Play
back unit. Both in current use. Price: in
cluding 330 carts. $2500. WAML Radio.
Box 367. Laurel. Miss. 39-140. ph. (601)-
428-5601. 1-72-lt

:'llOTORS FOK SPOTMASTERS
NEW Paps hysteresis synchronous motor
HSZ 20.50-4-4700 as used in series 400
and 500 machines. Price $39.00 each pre
paid. while they last. 90 day warranty.
Terms check with order only, no COD's.
Not recommended for Tapecaster series
600 or 700.

TAPECASTER TCM. INC. Box 662.
Rockville. Maryland 20851.

1-72-TF

B&W PORTABLE production unit with
4 vidicon cameras (2 viewfinders>. 3-11"
monitors. 5 channel mike mixer. 211 sync
generator. B channel switcher/fader wlth
special effects generator. l" Ampex VTR
and tape. Intercom amp and headsets.
mikes. lens. etc. All in A-1 condition.
$2900.00. Thomas Gilchrist early mornings
and evenings. 316-722-5116. 1-72-lt

USED ZOO:'llAK MARK X-B remote con
trolled zoom lens. f/2.8. 15mm to 150mm.
2x extender and Westinghouse control
box included. $549.00. Thomas Gilchris·t.
316-722-5116. 1-72-lt

Radio Station For Sale

ATTENTION: STATION OWNERS OR
CORPORATIONS OWNING CHAIN OF
STATIONS. I AM INTERESTED IN LO
CATING A NEW FM STATION IN UP
STATE N.Y. PROGRAMING COUNTRY.
GOSPEL. FOLK. BLUE GRASS. WRITE:
CANALTOWN RECORDS. G. L. GRIF
FIN. 239 E. MAIN, PALMYRA. N.Y.
14522. 1-72-lt.

5,000 WATT A.M. radio investment. East
ern Arizona . . . Substantial cash ...
Harold E. Bruzee . . . KHIL . . . Willcox
. . . Ariz. l-72-3t

Tape Recorder
Field Service
Technicians
Openings now available for qual
ified field technicians with a major
manufacturer of tape recording
equipment. Background in profes
sional audio recorders preferred.
Extensive travel' may be required.
Locations in L.A., Nashville, Chi
cago, and Bridgeport (N.Y. area).
Send resume to R. Berliner, Mgr.
Engineering Services.

An equal opportunity employer

Help Wanted

Job Headquarters for ull Radio and Tele
vision Engineers. Immediate openings ex
ist in 9 western states and elsewhere for
qualified engineer and technical person
nel. All categories from trainees to ex
perienced transmitter maintenance. chief.
assistant chief. live color video mainte
nance and technical ooerutions. Send us
your complete resume now. The AMPS
Agency, 11661 San Vicente Blvd., Suite
300, Los Angeles. Calif. 90049. Telephone:
213-B20-267B. By Broadcasters - For
Broadcasters. ll-6B-tf

M!CROWAVE ENGINEER. Microwave
maintenance engineer wanted to maintain
450 miles of Lenkurt 76 TV in Nevada.
Must be familiar with video baseband
equipment, and audio sub-carriers. Com
pany car and benefits. Salary open. Send
resume to Personnel Department. Donrey
Media Group, P.O. Box 1359. Fort Smith.
Arkansas 72901. 12-71-21

REPRESENTATIVES WANTED
NEW PATENTED SOUND SYSTEM FOR
DRIVE-IN THEATERS. NO COMPETI
TION. THIS NEW CONCEPT IN EN
TERTAINMENT CAN DETERMINE THE
GOOD FORTUNE OF THE RIGHT REP.
FIRM. PERFORMANCE CONTRACT
(OTHERWISE NON-CANCELABLE).
WITH ESCALATING COMMISSION RATE
FOR EXCEEDING QUOTA. A TOP LINE
FOR TOP REPS. ONLY. ALL AREAS
OPEN. STATE PRESENT LINES AND
TERRITORY. 1-72-lt

llELP WANTED - Outside technicians
wanted by long established CATV com
pany In Californla. Duties wlll be to
maintain existing plant. Only experienced
CATV technicians please. All replies con
fidential. Send resume to Personnel De
partment. P.O. Box 1651. Sallnas. Calif.
93901. an equal opportunity employer.

1-72-11

CATV-DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING
To supervise operation of a two-waY. 26
channel svstern in major television mar
ket. SalarY ln high teens or low 20's. de
pending on experience and capability.
Reply to Box 25B. Broadcast EndneerlnR.
1014 Wyandotte Street. Kansas CitY. Mis
souri 64105. 1-72-lt

PASS FCC EXAMS with Ameco books.
Each book contains FCC questions plus
.simplified answers plus FCC-type exams
and answers. 3rd class 75c. 2nd class
$2.25. 1st class $1.50. Free catalog. Ameco
PublishlnR. 314G Hillside Ave., Williston
Park. N.Y. 11596. 1-72-lt
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Help Wanted (Cont.)

RUPERT NEVE INCORPORATED
SENIOR ENGINEER

Rupert Neve Incorporated, a world leader in Professional Audio con
trol Equipment, requires a Senior Engineer to locate rn Southern Connecti
cut The person we need will be able to interpret customers' requirements
and present them in the form of block diagrams and layouts. He will also
be prepared to travel in the United States and Canada for the purpose of
installation and commissioning of equipment.

The successful candidate should be of graduate standing and pref
erably have some experience in the audio industry. Salary will be in the
mlddle teens.

Direction of the corporation and a segment of the business is devoted
to the use of modern communication technology in the propagation of the
Christian gospel In areas where traditional means are inappropriate. The
successful candidate preferably should be able to associate himself
whole-heartedly with these objectives.

Qualified applicants are invited to submit resumes lncluping a salary
history and employment history to:

Rupert Neve Incorporated
Berkshire Industrial Park
Bethel, Connecticut 06801
Attn: Mr. David Neve, General Manager

All replies will be acknowledged and selected candidates Interviewed
In Bethel, Connecticut, during the months of February/March. 1-72-11

Equip. Wanted
CHRISTIAN TV production llrOup needs a
remote tcuck Also CCTV equipment. Can
be a tax write off to You. Write Evani:el
Mim~tries. 11150Thomasville Jload, Talla
hiusee. Florida, 32303. 1-72-Jt

WISH TO PURCHASE one Cartridlle Rec
ord/Playback unit in good condition
WUNI Radio. Bqx -&6H. Mobile. AJa.
3660-&. 1-72-U

WANTED: Locke 15086 or eQujvalent base
Insutator for 190 root Truscon self-sup
porUn11: tower. Contact E. Cumminll•.
WLTD, 2100 Lee Street. Evandon. lllinola
60202. 312...•75-)590. 1-72-lt

Services

CRYSTAL A: '.'>lONJTOR liERVICt:, Fre
quency change. repalr or replacement of
oven type broadeest cry~tals. Alro fre
quency change and recalibration or repalr
of AM fre~ency monltou. and H-P FM
J Jlliniwn. ~ ;u."l. 1S~rv1ce: ai reasonabte
price». 30 yeiua experlencel Call or write.
Eidaon t;.lectroruc Co. Box 98. Temple.
Tx. 7650! Pho. 817 773-3901 9-70-tf

Training

To &dv ••nee ln clectlonle1. knowledii:e and
abWtY are reQulred.. Grantham ollen
correaPondence and reudent instruction.
in depth, leadinll to the deuo:e of Auo·
cut.e in Science in Elect.ronlca Endneer
lnlf. G. J. Bill approved. Credit tor Pre
vloua trainlnlf and experience ••11owed.
Free Cataloll Write: Dept. E·2. Gr ••ntham
School ot Electronlea. 1505 N. We1tern
Ave .. HollYwood. California 90027. 6-67-lf

Flnt phone throuii:h taPe recorded leuoru
at home PIU1 one week Personal ~n•truc
tlon in WuhllUton. DC AUanu. Bo1ton.
Detroll.. New Orleana. Mlnneapolla. M·
i'lt.Je. Dt:nver Portlana Loa An11:eler.
Proven rHulu. 01U' 17th Year teachlni'
FCC license counea. Bob Johnaon RMdlo
Licenoe Preparation. 10600 Duncan. M11.n
ha1tan Beach CaW 8W66 Phone 21S-
379-H61. 1·611-U

l!\l:\lEDl-'TE Ot'ENING!i: QWllify for anY
of the follo,,.lnlii' po•lUan• RCA CCTV
Equipn1ent. monochrome Qr color. Salea
men - TV Sy1tern• Enll:lneero - Project
Eniclnce,. - Supervhors --- Manai:en -
Maintenance Technidana - VIdeo End·
neeu - to work either New York. P...nn
ayJvania. New Jene~· or California ar••~•.
Write. RCA ReP-,. P. 0 Box 268. Ne"'·
Hyde Park Ne\lo·•ork llo~O ~-70-tf
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Shouldn't
your

business
get what

itS
payingfo~

too?

4;;

No matter how much youi
business uses and depends or
mail service. you're not gettin~
your money's worth .. , unless
you use ZIP Code.

It doesn't matter whethe
you're sending out an invoice
Estimate An"louncement Bro
chure. Or what.

A ZIP Coded letter requlret
fewer sorting operations a
your local Post Office

Which means it has a bet
ter chance of getting ou
earlier

And into your customer',
hands sooner (Even If he llve1
in the same town.)

Can you think of a Dette
deal for three seconds of you
time?

Mail moves r11e counlr~ _A
ZIP CODE moves the mal)l ~,

·m··"'·~. .
.
• ..o•••,,••"'l c.,.,,...,.,M •o-il'\e~ ~
ot.f•'-" •••

BROADCAST ENGINEERIN•
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Right on! Power tubes have come a long way since
the nostalgic days of EIMAC's first triode, the 150T. All the
way up to the giant X-2159 developmental tetrode having
a plate dissipation of one and one-quarter megawatts.

The amazing X-2159 powerhouse can develop two
megawatts of CW power up to 30 MHz or so with up to
17 decibels stage gain. It can also be used as a 60 kilovolt,
1,000 ampere switch tube, or as an extremely high
power pulse modulator.

Two ElMAC X-2159s can be used in a 2.5 megawatt, 100%
plate modulated medium or shortwave transmitter. At VLF,
morever, two X-2159s can develop 4 megawatts of CW power.

The X-2159 is a thought provoking example of EIMAC's
capability to produce tomorrow's tube today.

For full specifica
tions on EIMAC's new
super power tetrode
and other outstanding
products write: EIMAC
Division of Varian,
301 Industrial Way,
San Carlos, California
94070. Or contact any
of the more than 30
Varian/EIMAC Electron
Tube and Device Group
Sales Offices through
out the world.

You've comealong way
baby.

division
varian

Circt" Nuonb"r 2 on R.,oder Reply Card
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.,

DON'T MAKE A SOUND UNTIL YOU HAVE AUDIMAX AND VOLUMAX.

This is the !earn that quietly goes to work
to produce a perfect sounding program.
Audimax eliminates distortions like thump
ing., audio holes and the "swish-up" of
background noises. Volumax prevents
overmodulation and limits program peaks,
permitting broadcasters to achieve maxi
mum power from each watt of carrier
power. Together, Audimax and Volumax

produce a new excellence in sound con
trol, increase audience coverage and am
plify your station's profits.

CBS LABORATORIES
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
227 High Ridge Road, Stamford, Connecticut 06905

Circle Numb.r l on Reader Reply Cord
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